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Abstract 
 
Problem-centric scheduling for heterogeneous computing systems 
 
This project addresses key scheduling problems in heterogeneous computing 
environments. Heterogeneous computing systems (HCSs) have received increased 
attention since the 1990s, particularly over the past 10 years with the popularity of 
grid computing systems. These computing environments consist of a variety of 
resources interconnected by a high-speed network. Many parallel and distributed 
applications can take advantage of this computing platform; however, resource 
heterogeneity and dynamism impose scheduling restrictions. It is extremely difficult 
for a single scheduling scheme to efficiently and effectively handle the application 
scenarios that are required in grid computing environments. What further complicates 
the issue is that computing environments are controlled by different administrative 
authorities. Thus, application diversity, and resource heterogeneity and dynamism, 
point to the need to develop a set of scheduling algorithms to manage these scenarios.  
The thesis describes a number of key application and system models, and 
extensively discusses the characteristics of traditional multiprocessor scheduling and 
grid scheduling. The application models can be broadly classified as independent and 
precedence-constrained. The coupling of resources in our HCS model can be tight or 
loose; while static scheduling is applied to tightly coupled platforms, dynamic 
scheduling is adopted on loosely coupled platforms. 
 The thesis presents the scheduling schemes that we have developed to address 
various challenging scheduling issues, and sets out and interprets the experimental 
results from our performance evaluation study. The data indicate that our novel 
scheduling algorithms—which appropriately incorporate application and system 
characteristics into their scheduling—demonstrate significantly superior performance 
than previous approaches. 
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1 
 
Introduction 
 
The capability of the computer has grown rapidly, yet significant classes of 
application are still quite challenging for a single computing system to tackle. These 
applications include the grand challenges, such as human genome mapping and 
climate modelling. Parallel processing has been widely employed to handle these 
applications, providing high performance and cost-efficiency [1]. Since parallel 
processing deals with multiple processing units, new problems have been 
encountered that were not at issue in conventional sequential processing. These 
problems include how to (i) design a parallel algorithm for an application, (ii) 
partition it into parallelisable tasks, (iii) ensure the correctness of its execution 
sequences, and (iv) schedule the tasks partitioned from the application onto 
processing units. 
Scheduling, along with many other issues in parallel processing, has been 
extensively studied in the past several decades. However, until recently most 
research into scheduling has focused on homogeneous computing systems; 
scheduling on homogeneous computing systems is already an NP-complete problem 
in general cases [2]. 
Over the past two decades, an increasing number of computing systems have 
been constructed with heterogeneous resources; hence the term ‘heterogeneous 
computing systems’ (HCSs). Here, resources refer to computing processors, network 
links, and storages. Well-known examples of HCSs are computer clusters, networks 
of workstations and computational grids. The resource heterogeneity and dynamism 
in such systems imposes additional complexity on scheduling.  
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1.1 Motivation for the research 
Many scheduling algorithms using a variety of approaches have been proposed; most 
of these algorithms have been for homogeneous computing systems, and only a 
handful of efficient algorithms have been for HCSs. Due to the NP-complete nature 
of scheduling problems, the quality of schedule solutions produced by existing 
scheduling schemes, mostly heuristics, cannot be guaranteed. The majority of these 
schemes have been designed for tightly coupled HCSs; thus, there is a pressing lack 
of scheduling schemes that target grid computing environments in which resources 
are both heterogeneous and dynamic, and can be geographically distributed and 
owned by multiple administrative bodies. Because of this, it is difficult for such 
resources to be dedicated to grids and their availabilities, and their capacities may 
fluctuate.  
Some scheduling algorithms for HCSs are impractical due to questionable 
assumptions they make and their time complexities. One example is the assumption 
that perfect performance information on the underlying resources in a grid is readily 
available. In addition to this information on hardware characteristics, applications 
(that can be deployed in HCSs) have specific structural compositions and resource 
requirements. A scheduling algorithm should take these system and application 
characteristics into account when making scheduling decisions, to effectively execute 
these applications and efficiently use HCSs.  
1.2 Contributions 
The efficient exploitation of HCSs is largely dependent on how judiciously 
scheduling decisions (task-processor matches) are made. This thesis explores the 
effect of the incorporation of target resource and application characteristics on 
scheduling. Task duplication adopted in our scheduling algorithms is another 
important ingredient for making schedules more tolerant to resource failures and 
improving resource utilization. Our extensive investigation into scheduling problems 
produced a set of innovative algorithms for HCSs, which we achieved using four 
novel approaches in this field. 
• Immune components, and principles and processes, were incorporated into a 
scheduling heuristic. More specifically, antibodies, clonal expansion and 
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hyper-mutation were abstracted and modelled for task scheduling on tightly 
coupled HCS. The heuristic first generates and refines a set of schedules 
using a clonal selection algorithm, and then attempts to further improve the 
schedules with task duplication. It schedules tasks in a task graph in three 
phases: clonal selection, task duplication, and the removal of ineffectual tasks. 
• A novel state transition method for metaheuristics that dealt with the task 
scheduling problem on HCS was designed. State transition in metaheuristics 
is a key component that generates variants of a given state. The method 
produces a new state by first overlapping randomly generated states with the 
current state, and then refining the resultant state by removing ineffectual 
tasks. It was incorporated into three different metaheuristics: genetic 
algorithms (GAs), simulated annealing (SA) and artificial immune systems 
(AISs). They were experimentally evaluated and compared with existing 
algorithms. The experimental results confirmed that the method has a 
significant positive impact on the performance of the metaheuristics.  
• The scheduling of computationally intensive bag-of-tasks (CBoT) 
applications on loosely coupled HCS was analysed. As a result, a dynamic 
scheduling algorithm that is resilient to resource failures was developed. The 
target application model for the proposed algorithm was CBoT applications 
(consisting of a set of independent tasks), such as parameter sweep 
applications and Monte Carlo simulations [3]. CBoT applications typically 
require a massive amount of processing power; hence, they are suitable for 
grids. However, due to the dynamic nature of the grid, the accurate 
performance prediction information on both resources and applications 
cannot be easily obtained. Our algorithm is not dependent on such 
information; instead, it makes scheduling decisions by accounting for the 
recent workload pattern of resources. 
• The data-sharing pattern in data-intensive BoT (DBoT) applications and its 
influence on the quality of schedules were analysed. Many scientific, 
engineering and enterprise applications—such as BLAST [4], MCell [5], 
INS2D [6]—show no dependencies between the tasks in such an application, 
although they may share a large amount of input data. A data-sharing-pattern-
aware scheduling algorithm was developed to minimise data transfer, thus 
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eventually contributing to a reduction in the overall completion time of 
applications. It initially groups tasks of a DBoT application into a set of task 
lists based on the data-sharing pattern of the tasks and dynamically 
reorganises the task lists on the basis of the performance of the resources 
during the execution of the application.  
1.3 Structure of the thesis 
The rest of this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 presents the application and 
system models that we used. It describes two major types of applications: 
independent and interdependent. The former is further divided into computationally 
intensive and data-intensive. Since an application in the latter is composed of 
precedence-constrained tasks, several ways of determining their scheduling order are 
presented. In addition to the application models, tightly coupled and loosely coupled 
HCSs and their main characteristics are described.  
Chapter 3, a literature review, describes the relevant scheduling problems, 
followed by a taxonomy of scheduling. We then define the two scheduling problems 
that we addressed. For each, a set of significant approaches in the literature is 
presented.  
Chapters 4 and 5 cover the problems in task scheduling on tightly coupled HCSs; 
Chapters 6 and 7 develop scheduling heuristics for loosely coupled HCSs. Chapter 4 
presents an AIS, primarily exploiting the clonal selection principle of the immune 
system for task scheduling. In Chapter 5, a state transition method for metaheuristics 
is discussed and provides three implementations that incorporate the method. 
Chapters 6 and 7 present scheduling schemes for CBoT and DBoT applications, 
respectively. We discuss their core design focus—practicality—as well as their 
superior performance over previously proposed algorithms. Conclusions and 
directions for future work are presented in Chapter 8. 
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2 
 
Models 
 
While this thesis proposes a series of problem-specific approaches for different 
scheduling circumstances, these approaches differ widely in their underlying models. 
Models are primarily distinguished by variations in these system and application 
models. However, the performance models of our scheduling algorithms can reduce 
to a single consensus model (i.e., schedule length). Our scheduling models are 
clearly realistic as a whole, although the system models within them include some 
assumptions.  
2.1 Application models 
This thesis investigates two major application models (BoT and interdependent) that 
occur across many disciplines, including computer science, engineering, astronomy, 
physics and chemistry. The most obvious distinction between applications in the two 
models lies in whether they have precedence constraints. The applications covered in 
this thesis are typically classified into computationally intensive, or 
data/communication-intensive, regardless of the application model. 
2.1.1 Bag-of-tasks model 
BoT applications are the embarrassingly parallel type of applications in many 
scientific and engineering disciplines. An application J of this model consists of a 
number of n heterogeneous tasks {T1, T2,…, Tn} without inter-task communications 
or dependencies. Parameter-sweep applications (PSA) are typical of this model. A 
PSA is composed of a set of multiple ‘experiments’, each of which is executed with a 
distinct set of parameters [7]. Here, the terms application and job are used 
interchangeably. 
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Computationally intensive bag-of-tasks model 
A CBoT application usually consists of a large number of independent tasks, each 
involving a massive amount of computation. The workload (computation time) of 
each task in the CBoT model varies and can be estimated. The input data transfer for 
each task is negligible and the size of the task itself is small; thus, communication 
does not greatly influence the completion time of the task. Computation is a 
dominant factor when scheduling such applications.  
SETI@home [8] and similar follow-up projects, such as Folding@home [9] and 
Einstein@Home [10], are well-known examples of the CBoT model. With 
SETI@home tasks, each task performs a total of 3.9 trillion floating-point operations, 
or about 10 hours on a 500 MHz Pentium II, yet requires only 350 KB of input data 
and produces 1 KB of output [8].  
 
One-to-many 
 
 
Partitioned 
 
 
Random 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Data sharing patterns 
Data-intensive bag-of-tasks model 
A task Ti in a DBoT application J is associated with a set I i of input data objects {Ii,1, 
I
 i,2,…, I i,d}. In the DBoT model, the input data transfer for each task is a more 
influential factor than its computation for task execution. A group of tasks in an 
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application may share one or more input data objects. This data-sharing pattern 
varies between applications. Three typical data-sharing patterns occurring in DBoT 
applications are ‘one-to-many’, ‘partitioned’ and ‘random’ (Figure 2.1). 
It is assumed that all input data are initially stored on the host on which 
scheduling takes place. Therefore, input data required by a task need to be transferred 
from the scheduling host to the site on which the task is scheduled, if those data are 
on the scheduled site. This assumes that there are no inter-site data exchanges. We 
assumed that the amount of output data produced by the DBoT applications is 
significantly smaller and negligible than input data. 
2.1.2 Interdependent tasks model 
The majority of applications, developed with parallel processing in mind and 
deployed in parallel and distributed computing systems, fall into the interdependent 
tasks model. Applications of this model are generally parallel programs, each 
partitioned into a number of interrelated subtasks. Workflow applications are another 
class of this model.  
Parallel programs can generally be represented by a directed acyclic graph 
(DAG). A DAG, G = (V, E), consists of a set V of v nodes, and a set E of e edges. A 
DAG is also known as a task graph or macro-dataflow graph. The nodes usually 
represent tasks partitioned from an application, and the edges usually represent 
precedence constraints. An edge (i, j) ∈ E between task ni and task nj represents the 
inter-task communication. Specifically, the output of task ni must be transmitted to 
task nj for task nj to start its execution. A task with no predecessors is called an entry 
task, nentry; an exit task, nexit, is one that has no successors. Among the predecessors 
of a task ni, the predecessor that completes the communication at the latest time is the 
most influential parent (MIP) of the task denoted as MIP(ni). The longest path of a 
task graph is the critical path (CP). 
A task is called a ready task if all of its predecessors have been completed. A 
level is associated with each task. The level of a task is: 
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where imed_pred(ni) is the set of immediate predecessor tasks of task ni. 
The weight on a task, ni , denoted as wi , represents the computation cost of the 
task. The computation cost of a task, ni on a processor, pj is wi,j. The weight on an 
edge, denoted as ci,j represents the communication cost between two tasks, ni and nj. 
However, the communication cost is only required when two tasks are assigned to 
different processors. In other words, the communication cost when they are assigned 
to the same processor can be ignored, i.e., it will be zero. The average computation 
and communication costs of a task ni are iw and ic , respectively. The former is the 
average computation cost of task ni over all of the processors in a given system. The 
latter is the average communication cost between task ni and its successor tasks.  
The earliest start and finish times of a task ni on a processor pj are defined as 





=),( ji pnEST
, 
0 
PppnMIPEFT kki ∈),),((  
inMIPkki icPppnMIPEFT ),(),),(( +∈  
if ni = nentry 
if j = k 
if j  k 
=),( ji pnEFT jiji wpnEST ,),( +  
The actual start and finish times of a task ni on a processor pj, denoted as AST(ni, 
pj) and AFT(ni, pj), can be different from its earliest start and finish times, EST(ni, pj) 
and EFT(ni, pj) if the actual finish time of another task scheduled on the same 
processor is later than EST(ni, pj). 
We illustrate a simple task graph (Figure 2.2), with its properties and 
computation costs in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. The values in Table 2.1 were 
computed using two commonly used task prioritisation methods, t-level and b-level.  
The t-level of a task is defined as the summation of the computation and 
communication costs along the longest path of the node from an entry task in the task 
graph. The task itself is excluded from the computation. The t-level value of a task ni 
is defined by 
( ) ( ){ }ijjj
npredimedni
cwntnt
ij
,)(_
max ++=
∈
, 
where imed_pred(ni) is the set of immediate predecessor tasks of task ni. The t-level 
value of an entry task is set to zero. 
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In contrast, the b-level of a task is computed by adding the computation and 
communication costs along the longest path from an exit task in the task graph 
(including the task). The b-level value of a task ni is defined by 
( ) ( ){ }jji
nsuccimednii
nbcwnb
ij
++=
∈
,)(_
max
, 
where imed_succ(ni) is the set of immediate successor tasks of task ni. For an exit 
task, its average computation cost is its b-level value. 
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Figure 2.2: A sample task graph 
The ‘communication-to-computation ratio’ (CCR) indicates whether a task 
graph is communication-intensive, computationally intensive or moderate. For a 
given task graph, the CCR is computed by the average communication cost divided 
by the average computation cost on a target system. 
 
Table 2.1: Task graph properties 
Task b-level t-level 
0 101.33 0.00 
1 66.67 22.00 
2 63.33 28.00 
3 73.00 25.00 
4 79.33 22.00 
5 41.67 56.33 
6 37.33 64.00 
7 12.00 89.33 
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Table 2.2: Computation costs 
Task P0 P1 P2 
0 11 13 9 
1 10 15 11 
2 9 12 14 
3 11 16 10 
4 15 11 19 
5 12 9 5 
6 10 14 13 
7 11 15 10 
 
 
The communication completion time (also known as the data arrival time) of 
task nj from task ni is denoted as CCT(ni, nj). 
Due to the growing popularity of grid computing, many large-scale scientific 
applications have been attempting to take advantage of these computing 
environments. Applications in this class are often called workflow applications. 
Although workflow applications are essentially the same as typical parallel programs, 
with one exception: a workflow application consists of a set of interdependent 
applications (not partitioned tasks of a parallel program). Like conventional parallel 
programs, workflow applications can be represented by DAG. 
2.2 System models 
HCSs can be classified as tightly coupled or loosely coupled, which are different in 
two respects: ownership and dynamism. Tightly coupled HCSs (e.g., computer 
clusters) are normally built for specific purposes; loosely coupled HCSs (e.g., grids) 
are used for more general purposes. Hereafter, grids denote loosely coupled HCS. 
2.2.1 Tightly coupled HCSs 
The tightly coupled HCS used in this thesis consists of heterogeneous 
processors/machines that are fully interconnected using dedicated network 
connections. All resources (computing and network) in such a computing system are 
exclusively owned and managed as parts of the system. In addition, their 
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characteristics (e.g., availability and capacity) are known and fixed. The 
interprocessor communications are assumed to perform with the same speed on all 
links, without contentions. It is also assumed that a message can be transmitted from 
one processor to another while a task is being executed on the recipient processor; 
this is possible in many systems. The pre-emption of task execution is not considered. 
The availability and capacity of components in a tightly coupled HCS is static. It 
is therefore possible to accurately estimate performance on tasks as well as resources. 
2.2.2 Loosely coupled HCSs 
The grid Gr in this thesis consists of a number of sites; in each site, a set of m 
computational hosts is participating in a grid (Figure 2.3): 
Gr = {S1, S2,…,Sr}, and Si, 1  i  r, = {Hi,1, Hi,2,…, Hi,m}  Di 
where Si is the ith site participating in Gr, and Hi and Di are a set of host machines 
and data repository/storage at Si, respectively. Let H = {H1, H2,…, Hr} denote a 
superset of all host sets in Gr. 
Each site is an autonomous administrative domain with own local users. These 
sites are connected through WAN. Hosts are composed of both space- and time-
shared machines with different processing speeds. These resources are not entirely 
dedicated to the grid, but are used for both local and grid jobs. Each host has one or 
more processors, memory and disk. We assumed that data repositories of hosts in the 
same site are equally accessible, as if the hosts access their own; in other words, a set 
of data repositories in a site can be viewed as a single aggregated data repository 
because, in general, a site connects its hosts through a high-bandwidth LAN. 
The availability and capacity of resources such as hosts and network links 
fluctuates. Therefore, the accurate completion time of a task on a particular host is 
difficult, if not impossible, to determine a priori. Moreover, a task may fail to 
complete due to the failure of the resource on which it is running.  
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Figure 2.3: Grid scheduling model 
2.2.3 Typical models of HCS 
Numerous models of parallel computers have been developed since the advent of 
parallel computing; these include vector processors, symmetric multiprocessing 
(SMP), massively parallel processing (MPP), cluster computing, distributed 
computing and grid computing. While early parallel computers were developed using 
custom-designed components, many recent parallel computers have been built with 
off-the-shelf processors or commodity PCs. A growing number of parallel and 
distributed computing systems have been powered by heterogeneous computing and 
network components. This section introduces a set of typical models of HCS. 
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Cluster computing 
A cluster is composed of a collection of nodes connected by an interconnection 
network, such as Ethernet [11] or Myrinet [12]. Each node is typically an 
inexpensive commodity computer, e.g., a PC or a workstation that contains at least 
one processor, its own memory and other local resources. SMP systems may be used 
as nodes to achieve better performance.  
Cluster computing can be viewed from four different perspectives. 
• High-performance—Clusters as parallel computers provide suitable 
platforms for running parallel applications. 
• High-availability—Clusters tend to be consistently functional, tolerating 
exceptions such as node failure. 
• High-throughput—The effective management and efficient utilisation of 
clusters (i.e., good resource management systems) enables large amounts 
of computing power to be delivered over long periods of time. Well-
known examples of such resource management systems include Condor 
[13] from the Computer Science Department at the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison, and the Maui scheduler [14]. 
• Affordability/cost-effectiveness—Clusters built with inexpensive off-the-
shelf components can outperform more expensive supercomputers. 
A cluster is commonly constructed by either a group of individuals, or a cluster 
vendor [15]. The former normally consists of the users, e.g., researchers who will use 
the cluster.  
Distributed computing/Internet computing 
A distributed computing system is a collection of heterogenous computers, typically 
PCs and workstations owned by independent individuals. These machines are 
geographically dispersed, hence the name ‘distributed’. The most typical connective 
medium used is the Internet. The rationale behind distributed computing is to use 
these personally owned PCs and workstations to solve large computational problems 
while they are not otherwise in use.  
A distributed computing system with many thousands or even millions of 
desktop PCs is often used to tackle a single large computationally intensive 
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application. In this situation, the application is partitioned into a number of subtasks 
so that they can be distributed to the participating computers. Prominent examples of 
these applications include the SETI@home project and the Folding@home project. 
The number of applications is constrained by the difficulties of efficiently 
orchestrating the wide range of heterogeneous components, such as network 
bandwidths and computing capacities. However, distributed computing is becoming 
an attractive computing model, since the computing power of PCs and workstations 
is constantly increasing. 
Grid computing 
Many high-performance computing systems, such as supercomputers and computer 
clusters, have been built with different architectures. The use of these specialist 
computing systems is generally confined to specific groups of people. Each of these 
systems is commonly restricted to independent use; thus, a user of one system is 
unable to access systems belonging to other organisations. A solution to what has 
become a significant issue is grid computing.  
A grid enables the creation of a virtual computing system interconnecting these 
geographically distributed HCSs, allowing individual users to access a much greater 
variety of resources. (In this sense, ‘resources’ are not only physical computers, 
networks, and storage systems, but much broader entities, such as databases, data 
transfer, and simulation [16]). Since resources participating in a grid most likely 
belong to different administrative domains, it is essential to use standard, open and 
general-purpose protocols and interfaces. Grids are normally built with a number of 
objectives, including efficient resource sharing and utilisation, high performance, 
cost effectiveness, scalability and reliability. A grid can be classified into 
computational, data, equipment, information, knowledge, or bio categories on the 
basis of the primary purpose of its construction. 
2.3 Performance metrics 
Since all of the scheduling problems addressed in this thesis are of ‘discrete 
scheduling’ (i.e., scheduling of each particular application is independent), they share 
a single performance metric, schedule length (SL; also called ‘makespan’). The 
precise definition of schedule length may vary between scheduling problems, due to 
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problem-specific characteristics. However, for a given application (i.e., a set of tasks), 
an ultimate definition of SL applicable to the scheduling problem instances in this 
thesis is the amount of time taken from the initiation of the earliest starting task to 
the completion of the latest finishing task. The following are three definitions of SL, 
each specific to a particular scheduling problem. 
• Task/DAG scheduling. The latest AFT(nexit) after the scheduling of v tasks in 
a task graph G. 
• Scheduling of CBoT applications. The time from the start of the first task to 
the end of the last task. 
• Scheduling of DBoT applications. The time from the start of the first input 
data transfer to the end of the last task. 
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3 
 
Scheduling problems 
 
Scheduling is the process of allocating a set of resources to tasks or jobs to achieve 
certain performance objectives satisfying certain constraints. These scheduling 
objectives include minimising schedule length, minimising response time and 
maximising resource utilisation. Temporal and resource constraints are two primary 
conditions imposed on scheduling. For example, there may be a specific execution 
order that the tasks must follow, and a resource can be used for no more than one 
task at a time. 
Due to the importance of the scheduling problem, it has been extensively studied 
in many disciplines, such as operations research, manufacturing, computer science 
and economics. There are a number of different scheduling problems, including 
multiprocessor scheduling, job-shop scheduling and flow-shop scheduling. Although 
the scheduling algorithms presented in this thesis might be adoptable for these 
different scheduling problems, the main focus is on the multiprocessor scheduling 
problem. Hereafter, ‘scheduling’ denotes multiprocessor scheduling unless stated 
otherwise.  
Ideally, it is expected that the execution time of a job, consisting of a set of tasks 
in a computer system with m processors is m times faster than a single-processor 
computer system. However, this is not entirely true in practice, because generating an 
optimal schedule of the partitioned tasks is NP-hard, and the partitioned tasks of a 
job may not be completely independent [1]. There may be additional challenges, 
such as resource and task heterogeneity; and the uncertainty of resource availability 
and capability, which further complicate scheduling. 
Heterogeneity gives a certain increase of speedup by scheduling computation-
intensive tasks onto faster processors in a given target system at the expense of the 
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complexity of scheduling. As can be easily seen, the primary source of the 
complexity increase is that a scheduling algorithm for HCSs has to account for not 
only the number of processors, but the different capacities of the processors. 
Most scheduling algorithms for homogeneous computing systems try to make 
the start time of a task as early as possible. Because the sooner the task starts the 
sooner it finishes in a homogeneous computing system. However, this is invalid in a 
heterogeneous computing system. Instead, it is more likely that the finish time of the 
task needs to be taken into consideration.  
Scheduling approaches include list scheduling, approximation and guided 
random search. Because the scheduling problem is NP-complete, algorithms that 
generate near-optimal schedules have high time complexity. Conversely, for any 
upper limit on time complexity, the quality of the schedule will generally be limited. 
Together, these suggest a trade-off between performance and time complexity over 
the class of all scheduling problems. 
3.1 A taxonomy of scheduling 
Broadly, there are two types of scheduling: local and global (Figure 3.1). Local 
scheduling takes place within a single processor, typically by the operating system 
for assigning concurrent processes [17]. Global scheduling handles distributing tasks 
to processors in parallel systems. Since global scheduling is the main concern of this 
thesis, we simply use the term ‘scheduling’ to refer to global scheduling. 
At the highest level, scheduling can be classified as static or dynamic [1]. These 
are distinguished by the time at which the scheduling decisions are made. With static 
scheduling, the necessary information, such as the processing requirements of tasks 
and the processing capacities of resources, are identified and schedules are 
determined a priori. Conversely, scheduling information in a dynamic scheduling 
scheme is obtained on the fly. Dynamic scheduling attempts to reduce scheduling 
overheads and job completion time. Both of these scheduling models have been 
studied widely and intensively. The two most common scheduling strategies are 
heuristics and suboptimal approximation techniques.  
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Figure 3.1: A typical classification of scheduling [18] 
 
3.2 Traditional task scheduling 
Task scheduling problems have been extensively studied for many years. In [19], the 
authors surveyed an exhaustive set of scheduling approaches for homogeneous 
computing environments. This section provides a survey of scheduling algorithms 
designed for tightly coupled HCSs.  
Because most cases heuristics deliver good solutions in less than polynomial 
time, heuristics account for a myriad of existing task scheduling algorithms [20–29]. 
A primary intention of heuristics is to find a solution as fast as possible, if necessary 
at the cost of quality. Heuristics are characterised by their essentially deterministic 
operation: the choice of solutions to a scheduling problem is not stochastic. Among a 
number of different heuristic techniques, list scheduling, clustering-based scheduling 
and guided random search are the three most prevalent approaches. 
3.2.1 List scheduling 
List scheduling heuristics are the single dominant heuristic model. This is because 
empirically, list scheduling algorithms tend to produce competitive solutions with 
lower time complexity compared with algorithms in other categories [30]. The two 
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phases commonly used in list scheduling are task prioritisation and processor 
selection.  
The tasks in the task graph are first assigned priorities using a given 
prioritisation method and are kept in a list in decreasing order of priorities. As 
described in Section 2.1.2, b-level and t-level are the most widely adopted task 
prioritisation methods. The choice of one prioritisation scheme may deliver a shorter 
SL than others. However, this advantage may not always pertain. With a differently 
shaped task graph, yet another scheme may yield a better quality of output schedule. 
In the processor selection phase, each task is assigned to an appropriate 
processor on the basis of the processor selection policy of the scheduling algorithm. 
Critical-path-based and greedy strategies are two widely used processor selection 
policies. In the critical-path-based processor selection technique, as the name implies, 
the tasks in the CP of the task graph are scheduled with higher priorities. A greedy 
processor selection technique schedules a task to a processor on which either the start 
or finish times of the task is minimised. 
 
 
 
 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 3.2: List scheduling on a two-homogeneous processor system (a) a simple 
task graph, (b) plain list scheduling, (c) insertion-based list scheduling, (d) 
duplication-based list scheduling 
 
List scheduling heuristics can be further improved by incorporating other 
techniques, such as task insertion and task duplication. With the task insertion 
method, a task is allocated to the earliest start time slot of the processor, as long as it 
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does not violate the precedence constraints. Here, the allocated slot might be between 
two already-assigned tasks. The rationale behind duplication-based scheduling 
algorithms is to increase processor utilisation and to decrease the communication 
overhead, by duplicating tasks on different processors.  
The following subsections present a set of previously proposed list scheduling 
algorithms. 
Heterogeneous earliest finish time (HEFT) 
The HEFT algorithm [20] is highly competitive in that it generates a comparable 
schedule length to other scheduling algorithms, with a low time complexity. It is a 
list-scheduling heuristic consisting of the two typical phases of list scheduling (i.e., 
task prioritisation and processor selection) with task insertion. 
 Before scheduling begins, the b-level values of all tasks in a task graph are 
computed and arranged in a scheduling list in decreasing order of their b-level values. 
Each task is then scheduled, starting from the first task in the scheduling list. In the 
processor selection phase, the processor, pj, on which the finish time of a task ni, 
EFT(ni, pj) is minimised, is selected using the insertion-based policy. In other words, 
a task can be inserted into the earliest time slot between two already-scheduled tasks 
on a processor if the precedence constraint of the task is not violated and the slot is 
large enough to accommodate the task. The time complexity of HEFT is on the order 
of O(v log v  + (e+v) × p). 
Fast critical path (FCP) and Fast load balancing (FLB) 
The FCP and FLB algorithms [21] were initially proposed for homogeneous 
computing systems in [31] and [32], respectively. Both are static list-scheduling 
algorithms. Their primary goal is scheduling with a low time complexity while 
delivering a comparable output schedule to other high complexity scheduling 
algorithms. The two algorithms are quite similar in terms of performance and time 
complexity. Two methods are used to achieve a low time complexity. First, unlike 
most other list scheduling algorithms, FCP and FLB do not sort all of the tasks in a 
task graph before the actual scheduling. Instead, a length p of a sorted list is used 
during the scheduling; in other words, a maximum of p ready tasks are kept at any 
given time. The rest of the tasks are stored in a queue. As soon as a ready task in the 
sorted list is scheduled, the first ready task in the queue is dequeued and inserted to 
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the sorted list. This method helps to reduce the time complexity from O(v log v) to 
O(v log p). However, since both FCP and FLB use a small constant length of a sorted 
list for ready tasks, some of the ready tasks may be stored in a queue. This 
potentially leads to a drawback, in that there is a possibility that a ready task in the 
queue may have the highest priority among all ready tasks. 
The other method that FCP and FLB use to reduce the time complexity is that 
their processor selection scheme considers only two processors each time a task is 
scheduled. The two candidate processors of a task are (1) the processor on which the 
MIP of the task is assigned, and (2) the processor that is the first to become idle. The 
processor on which the execution of the task first starts between the candidates is 
selected. By using this approach, their overall time complexity is reduced to O(vlog p 
+ e). The distinction between the two algorithms is the selection criterion of the 
ready task. While FCP selects the first ready task in the sorted list, FLB schedules 
the ready task that can start first among all ready tasks. 
In [21], Radulescu and Gemund modified these algorithms targeting 
heterogeneous computing systems. The major modification that distinguishes 
between the homogeneous version of FCP and FLB and their heterogeneous 
counterparts is whether the start or finish time of the task is used during scheduling.  
Although FCP and FLB might be attractive options in terms of their low cost, 
their performance tends to drop significantly when the heterogeneity of the 
processors is high and problems are irregular. The former factor becomes a major 
source of performance deterioration, since they only consider two processors in their 
processor selection. The drawback of using the fixed-size sorted list mentioned 
earlier in this section is the main reason why irregular problems cause poor 
performance. 
Heterogeneous duplication-based scheduling (HDBS) 
The HDBS algorithm [22] classifies tasks into three categories: CP (critical path), IB 
(in-branch) and OB (out-branch). A task along the CP in a task graph is called a CP 
task. An ancestor or parent task of a CP task is defined as an IB task. A task other 
than in these two categories (CP and IB) is classified as an OB task. The three main 
steps of HDBS are: (1) constructing a scheduling list, (2) scheduling IB and CP tasks 
with duplication, and (3) scheduling OB tasks with conditional duplication.  
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1. The scheduling list is initially created with the entry CP task. The rest 
consisting of the IB and CP tasks are then added to the list in a sequence that 
does not violate precedence constraints. For a given task, the predecessor 
with the largest b-level value is added to the list first. If two predecessors or 
more have the same b-level value, the one with the smallest t-level value is 
selected. 
2. In the second step, each CP task is checked to determine whether its 
predecessors have been scheduled. If not, the predecessors are scheduled 
recursively with duplication, to minimise the finish time of the CP task.  
3. The OB tasks are scheduled without duplication. However, if scheduling the 
OB tasks increases the schedule length obtained from the second step the 
recursive duplication technique used in the previous step is adopted to avoid 
the increase. 
Levelised duplication-based scheduling (LDBS) 
The LDBS algorithm (Figure 3.5) mainly attempts to minimise the schedule length by 
selectively duplicating the MIP of each task. Two slightly different versions of LDBS 
are proposed in [23]. The second version has a lower time complexity than the first. 
However, their performance does not show a significant difference in terms of 
schedule length. 
 
 
Figure 3.3: An example of level sorted DAG 
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For each level, LDBS groups tasks with the same level in a task graph. Since 
there are no precedence constraints for tasks in the same level, the tasks in a group 
can execute in parallel. A sample DAG that has been sorted by level is shown in 
Figure 3.3. 
The main steps of LDBS apply to the tasks only in the second and later levels. 
The earliest start and earliest finish times of each task are first computed for each 
processor. For each time, the MIP of the task is found and temporarily duplicated on 
each processor. This is done to check which duplication reduces the finish time of the 
task most. Two task-processor pairs are formed at each turn. The first pair consists of 
the task that is to be scheduled and the processor that has been selected for 
computing the earliest start and earliest finish times of the task. The MIP of the task 
and the processor on which it is temporarily duplicated compose the second pair. Let 
the two pairs be a combination. After all the possible combinations of each task are 
examined, the best combination of the task (yielding the minimum finish time of the 
task) is obtained and used for scheduling the task (Steps 5–14). 
 
1. Get the set of all unmapped tasks (entry tasks for LDBS). 
2. Find the set of minimum finish times of the tasks on the processors. 
3. Assign the task with the overall minimum finish time from the set to the corresponding 
processor. 
4. Remove the task from the set. 
5. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 until all the tasks are scheduled. 
Figure 3.4: A brief description of the min-min heuristic, which is implemented as a 
chosen algorithm to schedule entry tasks 
 
Because LDBS is trying to optimise schedule length, it sacrifices time 
complexity.  The time complexities of the two versions are O(v3ep3) and O(v3ep2),  
respectively. Due to their impractical time complexities, both algorithms are 
inapplicable for practical purposes. 
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1.  Sort tasks by level. 
2.  Schedule entry tasks using min-min heuristic. 
3.  for tasks of each level, li do 
4.     for each task, nj, in the level, li do 
5.        for each processor, pk in the processor- set (pk ∈ P) do 
6.           Compute EST(nj, pk) and EFT(nj, pk) using the insertion-based policy. 
7.           minFtime = EFT(ni, pk). 
8.           Let 0,0,, **** ==== mlkkjj pnppnn . 
9.           Find MIP(nj), nl. 
10.         for each processor, pm in the processor-set (pm ∈ P) do 
11.            Duplicate MIP(nj) on pm. 
12.            Recompute EST(nj, pk) and EFT(nj, pk). 
13.            if EFT(nj, pk) < minFtime then 
14.               Let mmllkkjj ppnnppnn ====
****
,,, . 
15.            endif 
13.            Undo duplication 
14.         endfor 
15.         Keep the best combination, **** ,, mlkj pandnpn  that minimises EFT of task nj. 
16.      endfor 
17.      if 0* ≠ln  then 
18.         Duplicate *ln  on 
*
mp . 
19.      endif 
20.      Assign *jn  on 
*
kp . 
21.   endfor 
22.endfor 
 
Figure 3.5: The LDBS algorithm 
Duplication-based bottom-up scheduling (DBUS) 
The DBUS algorithm [24] is a duplication-based scheduling heuristic that first 
performs a CP-based listing for tasks and schedules them with both task duplication 
and insertion. Its experimental results in [24] show its attractive performance, 
especially for communication-intensive task graphs. 
As its name implies, DBUS schedules tasks in a task graph, traversing it in a 
bottom-up fashion. In the listing phase, it first computes the b-level, t-level and st-
level values of the tasks and identifies the CP tasks. The CP tasks are stored in a list 
in decreasing t-level order along with the child tasks of each of these CP tasks, such 
that the child tasks of a CP task precede the CP task. These child tasks are stored in 
decreasing st-level order. The only distinction between the t- and st-levels is that the 
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communication costs are not considered in the st-level. The order of the tasks in the 
list determines the scheduling order. 
In the scheduling phase, each task in the list is scheduled and duplicated as many 
times as either the number of its child tasks already scheduled or the number of 
processors—whichever is less. The processor to which a child task is assigned is 
regarded as a processor that should be covered. For each processor to be covered, a 
copy of the task to be scheduled is assigned to a particular processor on which its 
completion time is minimised, and the child task on the former processor can start as 
it was originally scheduled. This process repeats until all processors to be covered 
are actually covered. It is possible that a single task assignment can cover more than 
one processor. One drawback of this duplication scheme is that there might be a 
significant increase in schedule length if the number of processors is very small 
compared with the number of tasks; this is because, although redundant duplications 
of a task might be effective for the task, its replicas can cause a ‘cascade effect’, in 
which the replicas invoke too many subsequent duplications. The time complexity of 
DBUS is on the order of O(v2p2). 
3.2.2 Clustering-based scheduling 
An alternative scheduling heuristic is clustering, where each task is initially regarded 
as a cluster. If the merging of two clusters produces a shorter finish time, they are 
merged. This process repeats until no further merging can occur. After the clustering 
is done, the tasks in each cluster are assigned to the same processor to reduce the 
communication overhead. If the number of clusters is greater than the number of 
processors, the clusters undergo further merging until the former is less than or equal 
to the latter. Tasks within a cluster need to be ordered according to their precedence 
constraints. An example of clustering is shown in Figure 3.6. 
Typically, a clustering heuristic assumes an unlimited number of processors 
when it is grouping tasks. Consequently, a cluster-mapping step is needed to remap 
the clusters to the actual bounded number of processors. 
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Figure 3.6: Clustering of the task graph in Figure 2.2 
Mobility-directed scheduling (MD) 
As in most clustering-based scheduling heuristics, MD [24] performs its 
clustering/scheduling with the assumption that the number of processors on the target 
system is unbounded. This necessitates mapping between resultant clusters and the 
actual computer system, where the number of processors is highly unlikely to be the 
same as the number of clusters. A heuristic algorithm presented in [33] is used for 
this mapping after its scheduling.  
For a given task graph, each task is assigned to the first processor on which the 
task can finish without increasing the CP. If none of the processors used before this 
task can accommodate it without a CP increase, it is assigned to a new processor. 
The decision of whether a processor can accommodate a task or not is made on the 
basis of the mobility of the task; this is defined as the difference between its earliest 
and latest start times. Tasks with their mobility values equal to zero are CP tasks. 
This mobility is the key property that MD uses for task prioritisation. MD extends the 
mobility accounting for computation cost. This extended property is called its 
relative mobility. The relative mobility of a task ni is defined as 
( ) ( )( )
i
ii
w
ntnblengthCP +−_
. 
At each scheduling event, MD selects a task for which the relative mobility is 
least among all unscheduled tasks and the predecessor tasks are already scheduled. 
After scheduling each task, MD modifies the task graph by zeroing the edges 
between the task and the other tasks already scheduled on the same processor, and 
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adds zero-weighted edges between the task and the one before and the one after, to 
avoid deadlock. If the added edges form a loop, the task is assigned to the next 
available slot. Relative mobility values are now recalculated on the basis of the 
modified task graph. The time complexity of the algorithm is O(v3). 
Dominant sequence clustering (DSC) 
Like MD, DSC [25] concentrates on clustering with an unbounded number of 
processors leaving the actual mapping to the other algorithms discussed in [34]. Its 
clustering scheme aims to reduce the longest path of the partially scheduled task 
graph at each step rather than the CP of the task graph. While the latter is static, the 
former—the dominant sequence (DS)—may change during the course of scheduling. 
For example, if parent and child CP tasks are scheduled on the same processor, the 
subsequent CP task may be on the CP due to the removal of the communication 
between the already-scheduled CP tasks. The three goals that DSC tries to achieve 
are of low time complexity, SL minimisation and algorithm efficiency. 
DSC maintains two lists—a free list (FL) and a partially free list (PFL)—that 
contain ready tasks and tasks for which some of their predecessors have not yet been 
scheduled. At each step, DSC selects the highest priority task from FL and checks 
whether zeroing the incoming edge from its parent reduces the t-level of the selected 
task. If so, the two clusters (the parent cluster and the selected task) are merged, 
except when the selected task is a non-DS task and the edge-zeroing affects the t-
level of the highest priority task in PFL. The time complexity of DSC is O((e + v)log 
v). 
Task duplication based scheduling (TDS2) 
The TDS2 algorithm [26] proposed by Ranaweera and Agrawal, targets 
heterogeneous computing systems. This was developed on the basis of the TDS 
algorithm [35], which they proposed previously for homogeneous computing 
systems. The rationale behind TDS2 is that after the initial assignments of processors, 
it attempts to minimise the SL by duplicating the MIPs of each task. TDS2 consists of 
four steps. 
• In the first two steps, all of the necessary properties of the task graph are 
computed, such as the EST, EFT, MIP, s-level value and priority of each 
task.  
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• In the third step, the task graph is partitioned into clusters. The clustering is 
performed in the following order: the tasks of the task graph are sorted in 
increasing order by s-level value; the first task with the smallest s-level value 
is selected and added to a cluster; the MIP of the task is identified and added 
to the cluster. This last MIP identification and addition process repeats until 
the entry task is reached.  
• The fourth step performs duplication. Each cluster generated initially may 
further break down into more clusters as part of the duplication process. This 
secondary clustering is carried out mainly to ensure that the preceding task 
of each task on a cluster is its MIP, so that the finish time of the cluster may 
be reduced.  
The last three steps are performed until all of the tasks are grouped into clusters. 
The clusters generated are scheduled as the initial clusters. Duplication and 
secondary clustering are then carried out for each cluster in turn to further reduce the 
initial SL. After each turn, if the SL is not reduced, whatever was performed is 
undone. 
3.2.3 Guided random search 
The many available guided random search algorithms do not generate completely 
random schedules; they use information from previous search paths, but do make 
decisions stochastically, which would shape the search paths. Guided random search 
techniques can usually be interpreted as a biased random walk over the state space of 
all possible schedules. Typical examples are GA, SA, tabu search (TS) and, more 
recently, AIS. Despite their high time complexity, they are robust and adaptive, 
because they make no assumptions about the structure of the problem. 
GAs are inspired by the process of biological evolution, where natural selection 
operates on a population of phenotypes, resulting in differential reproduction that 
transfers the essential structures of the most successful genotypes to the subsequent 
generation. The core techniques adopted in GAs include the processes of inheritance, 
selection, recombination and mutation from evolutionary biology. GAs are probably 
the single most popular metaheuristic used for the task scheduling problem, because 
they tend to deliver highly competitive schedules in a reasonable amount of time.  
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A GA applies a set of genetic operators, e.g., crossover and mutation to a 
population of chromosomes (schedules in the context of scheduling), to improve the 
quality of the chromosomes. As a result of the genetic operations on the population, a 
new population of chromosomes is produced. The GA, as an evolutionary algorithm, 
iteratively performs these genetic operations to find optimal or near solutions. The 
performance of a GA is sensitive to the value of its control parameters, such as 
population size, crossover frequency and mutation frequency. 
Annealing in metallurgy is a process in which a material is heated and then 
slowly cooled to eventually make it less brittle and more workable. SA is a 
probabilistic problem-solving approach based on the physical annealing process of a 
solid. Like GAs, SA repeats a series of processes until the termination criterion is 
satisfied. At each iteration step, the algorithm randomly chooses a neighbour of the 
current state and always moves to that neighbour if it is an improvement on the value 
of the current state. If it is worse than the current state, the algorithm may still move 
to the new state with a chosen probability. Initially, this probability is chosen at a 
high level to allow free movement across the state space, but over time the 
probability diminishes according to a ‘cooling’ schedule. The performance of SA is 
affected significantly by the neighbour selection method and the cooling schedule. 
Unlike GAs, SA has been shown to converge on the optimal solution, given infinite 
time.  
TS searches neighbours of the current solution, as does SA, at each step. 
Because it prevents cycles in search paths, it may produce an approximation of the 
optimal solution more efficiently. TS works by forbidding moves to states that have 
been visited within a fixed number of previous steps. 
The immune system (IS) is a biological defence mechanism designed to protect 
an organism primarily from microbes, such as bacteria, archaea, fungi, protists and 
viruses. It consists of the innate and the adaptive immune systems. Innate immunity 
already exists at the time of birth and is triggered to respond against known 
biological attackers, whereas the adaptive immune system develops over time to 
react against unforeseen non-self entities. Different chemical substances and specific 
types of white blood cells play key roles in IS. Typical examples are skin, saliva, 
tears, sweat, gastric acid, phagocytic cells, B cells and T cells. IS has been 
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increasingly adopted and modelled in many areas [36–38], such as computer and 
network security, data mining and pattern recognition. 
An artificial immune system can be defined as a methodology for solving a real-
world problem by using abstractions inspired by features of IS. To date, the majority 
of AIS are primarily on the basis of the adaptive immune system. This is mainly due 
to the fact that the adaptive immune system can respond to a diverse set of attackers 
(antigens or ag for short) irrespective of their previous exposure to the host, whereas 
the innate immune system is limited to recognising common structures present in 
many different microorganisms. The two most favoured immune entities modelled in 
AIS are antibodies and antigens. In cooperation with these immune entities, other 
immunological theories, such as negative/positive selection, clonal selection, 
immune networks and the danger model, have been widely modelled [39]. 
Hou et al.’s GA 
The GA, Hou et al., proposed in [27], conducts the typical genetic operators of 
crossover, mutation and reproduction on the basis of the height of a task in a task 
graph. However, for any given task, the definition of height is modified to be ni, a 
random integer between 
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To ensure that tasks are scheduled without violating their precedence constraints, the 
list of tasks within each processor of the schedule the GA generates is arranged in 
increasing order of their height. 
The GA first randomly generates a set of initial states (i.e., schedules). Each 
schedule in this initial population is generated by repeating the assignment of a 
random number of tasks of each height to each processor in a target system. The 
entire population is evaluated on the basis of a fitness function (SL) and undergoes a 
reproduction process with a biased roulette wheel principle. Crossover and mutation 
genetic operators are applied to the reproduced population as an attempt to further 
improve the quality of the schedules. The selection of a crossover point is determined 
on the basis of two conditions: (1) the heights of the tasks next to the crossover point 
are different, and (2) the heights of all tasks immediately in front of crossover points 
are the same. A two-point swap-mutation operation occurs with two randomly 
chosen tasks of the same height. The best schedule over generations is chosen as the 
final schedule. 
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Sinnen et al.’s GA 
Recently, Sinnen et al. in [28] presented a GA, Genetic involvement-contention 
scheduling (GICS), which tackles the task scheduling problem on HCSs. GICS was 
developed with a more realistic task scheduling model to overcome three unrealistic 
assumptions that most heuristics make. These assumptions are: (1) a dedicated 
subsystem for the interprocessor communication, (2) completely concurrent 
communication, and (3) a fully connected communication network. The authors in 
[40] address the last two assumptions by proposing a new contention model along 
with a contention-aware task-scheduling strategy. They extended the contention 
model to account for the involvement of the processors in communication. They 
implemented GICS as part of their evaluation study. 
The initial population of GICS consists of three types of chromosomes (i.e., 
schedules). Most of the population, as occurs in common GAs, consists of randomly 
generated chromosomes. Another type of chromosome is known as sequential 
processor allocation, in which a schedule uses a single processor for all tasks. The 
third type is generated using an existing list scheduling heuristic [41]. The population 
is then evaluated and undergoes a sequence of genetic operations, such as selection-
using tournament, two-point crossover, and two-point swap mutation.  
King et al.’s AIS  
The authors in [42] investigate functionalities of the immune system to design 
intelligent agents for task allocation in a heterogeneous computing environment. The 
main immune functionalities that inspired their AIS include the recognition process, 
learning and memory mechanisms. The AIS was designed with two intelligent agents, 
H-cells and S-cells; these agents control hardware resources, and software properties 
and scheduling, respectively. 
Apart from using adaptive resonance theory (ART) as an adaptive method, the 
H-cells behave much like typical resource managers in multiprocessor systems. 
Antigens are defined as adverse performance conditions and are maintained by the 
H-cells, which cluster them on the basis of their similarity; this facilitates antibody 
adaptation in that an antigen similar to those in a particular antigen cluster can be 
quickly identified. 
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The primary functionalities of the S-cells are the identification of the 
characteristics and resource requirements of a parallel program code, and the making 
of scheduling decisions. In addition, they monitor the progress of program execution, 
and perform rescheduling if any abnormal behaviour of the resources in the schedule 
is detected. 
Costa et al.’s AIS  
Coasta et al. used clonal selection and affinity maturation to address an instance of 
the multiprocessor scheduling problem [43]. Their AIS schedules a set of jobs to a 
set of identical parallel processors such that the completion time of the last processor 
to finish execution is the shortest possible.  
The AIS uses a lower-bound solution calculated by the sum of all job processing 
times divided by the number of processors with the use of preemption. Antibodies 
representing schedules (strings of processor IDs) are compared against this lower-
bound solution to compute their affinity values. As usual, the numbers of clones and 
mutations for each of the antibodies are determined by its affinity. The number of 
mutations per antibody is empirically set. Interestingly, they used five types of 
mutation; when a mutation was required, a mutation type was randomly selected. 
3.3 Grid scheduling 
Although the grid can provide powerful processing capability, users may not be able 
to take full advantage of this if their jobs are not appropriately scheduled. Due to the 
unique characteristics of the grid, scheduling on grids is far more complex than 
traditional multiprocessor scheduling. Grid scheduling differs from traditional 
multiprocessor scheduling in the following three respects. 
• Lack of control—Resources in the grid are dispersed across multiple 
administrative domains that are often in different geographical locations. This 
implies resources belonging to a particular administrative domain are more 
dedicated to the local users of the domain than those in other administrative 
domains; that is, the alien users have less control over those resources than 
the local users, and resources in a grid may not be equally accessible to all the 
users. Specifically, several levels of access privilege apply to different users; 
for example, system administrators probably have more privilege than 
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ordinary users, and thus a grid scheduler may not be able to deliver the best 
possible schedule, even if the resources on which the job can run most 
efficiently are available. 
• Dynamicity of resource—The availability and capability of resources can 
change dynamically. This is one of the greatest hurdles to scheduling on grids. 
Resources join and disjoin the grid at any time. Grid resources, especially 
network resources, fail more frequently than those in conventional parallel 
computing systems. This is the main reason that grid resources become 
unavailable. Since resources in the grid are used by both grid and local users, 
their capacities fluctuate dynamically. 
• Application diversity—It is often the case that a particular conventional 
parallel computing system is used by a group of users for applications in 
specific fields, such as bioinformatics and high-energy physics; that is, the 
applications run in the system are of a similar model, if not the same. 
However, applications deployed in grids are typically from numerous 
disciplines, and are thus of different application models.  
While scheduling decisions in traditional scheduling are made primarily on the 
basis of static information, those in grid scheduling are more heavily influenced by 
dynamic information. In general, an information service, such as the Globus 
Monitoring and Discovering Service (MDS) [44] is provided in a grid. Both static 
and dynamic information on grid resources can be obtained from this information 
service.  
Users are highly unlikely to receive the quality of service in a grid environment 
that they are accustomed to receive in a controlled local environment (e.g., a 
departmental cluster). One way to overcome this difficulty is to adopt resource 
provisioning (advance reservation) in grid scheduling. A critical issue in advance 
reservation is the cooperation between different local schedulers that are operating 
according to independent policies. Another approach now commonly studied and 
practised is performance prediction of the application and the resource. Accurate 
performance prediction substantially aids scheduling decisions. Monitoring a job 
during its execution is another effective technique to ensure quality of service, since 
abnormalities in the progress of the job can be effectively handled at the appropriate 
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time. Efficient grid scheduling involves the development of complex and advanced 
mechanisms and techniques to deliver a high quality of performance. 
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Figure 3.7: An abstract model of grid scheduling 
To our best knowledge, none of the current grid schedulers is providing a 
comprehensive set of services that enable the grid scheduler to support the 
scheduling of the different types of applications that effectively interact with local 
schedulers. A major obstacle to the implementation of advanced techniques by a grid 
scheduler is lack of control and ownership of resources. At present, one way to 
provide a broad range of grid scheduling services—such as advance reservation and 
migration—is by using a pre-packaged grid/local scheduler pair; for example, the 
Moab grid scheduler, Sliver [45], enables such services with use of the Maui 
scheduler [14] as a pre-packaged local scheduler. 
3.3.1 A classification of grid schedulers 
Local schedulers and local resource managers have autonomy over resources, and 
thus can apply domain specific scheduling strategies to improve resource utilisation 
and job performance. In addition, resources in conventional computing environments, 
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e.g., supercomputers, clusters and NOWs, are generally static. However, these two 
factors are highly unlikely in grid computing environments. Therefore, a grid 
scheduler must take into consideration the following four fundamental characteristics.  
• The scalability of grid schedulers is a crucial issue, since a grid can grow and 
shrink dynamically [46, 47].  
• Complex security requirements are involved in grid scheduling.  
• A grid scheduler should perform application/resource matching according to 
application quality of service constraints.  
• In a grid environment, failure is the rule, not the exception; hence, fault 
tolerance must be considered. 
A centralised structure is the single dominating model for most conventional 
multiprocessor schedulers. However, this is a costly solution for grid schedulers due 
mainly to the scalability issue. Grid schedulers can be classified as centralised, 
decentralised or hierarchical in structure [48, 49]. 
In a centralised model, a single grid scheduler has the capacity to orchestrate the 
entire scheduling activity in the grid. A centralised grid scheduler makes scheduling 
decisions with global scheduling information. This factor results in the delivery of 
better schedules than those produced by schedulers in the other two approaches. 
Although this model seems to be quite effective, it is not wholly desirable for grid 
environments, because it is not easily scalable as the grid expands over time. This 
scheme is vulnerable to a failure of the system in which the scheduler is operating. 
In a decentralised model, multiple grid schedulers operate independently in a 
grid. Specifically, each grid scheduler queries a resource information service without 
interacting with each other, to gather resource information and to make scheduling 
decisions. Two significant advantages of this scheme are its scalability and fault 
tolerance. 
Since each scheduler can receive only a limited amount of scheduling 
information, the quality of schedules produced by the decentralised scheduler is 
typically less competitive than that of schedules delivered by the centralised 
scheduler. Therefore, the coordination between schedulers should be addressed to 
achieve more efficient scheduling with better resource information. 
A hierarchical scheme is a hybrid model. At the highest level, this model can be 
seen as centralised. However, it also contains the essential properties of the 
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decentralised model: scalability and fault tolerance; these properties make a 
hierarchy model desirable for grid environments. 
3.3.2 Scheduling procedure in grid environments 
Scheduling a job in a grid environment consists of a series of complex steps (Figure 
3.8). Most of these steps rely heavily on facilities provided by grid middleware (e.g., 
Globus toolkit [50]). All of the steps of grid scheduling (Figure 3.8) may exist in 
traditional local scheduling. However, the dynamic nature of the grid considerably 
complicates many of these steps, especially the resource-allocation and the 
monitoring steps. A three-phase architecture consisting of similar steps to those 
presented in this section is illustrated in [51].  
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Figure 3.8: A typical grid scheduling procedure 
Job description/submission 
The first step in grid scheduling involves two tasks: job description and job 
submission. In job description, the job submission entity—either the user or an 
application—identifies the job configuration (e.g., directory, executable, arguments), 
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and determines a set of resources that the job requires. Once the job description is 
complete, a job request is submitted to the grid scheduler with the job description.  
A grid job is generally submitted with a set of specific resource requirements, 
such as the machine type, number of nodes, memory, and operating system. These 
requirements can vary significantly between jobs. Although job requests are typically 
believed to be accurately specified, this accuracy, and thus a desirable outcome, 
cannot be assumed, particularly because the required resources and the actual 
resources allocated to the job are likely to be different.  
A job description normally contains: 
• resource requirements—processor architecture, the number of CPUs, 
memory, minimum bandwidth, and operating system;  
• application properties—type (e.g., independent, mpi, parameter sweep [7]), 
location of executables, arguments, input/output files, software packages, 
and dependencies; and  
• time requirements—start and finish times. 
In addition to these core requirements, extra requirements can be specified (e.g., 
cost). A job is submitted with this data as part of the command line or submission 
script. 
In current grid environments, two well-known and widely used job/resource 
description languages are an XML-based job description language in the Globus 
Toolkit and Condor classified ads (ClassAds) [52].  
Job analysis 
Jobs are typically described and submitted by the user manually. For this reason, the 
user must either know or be informed about details of the application, such as the 
detailed application structure and execution time required to accurately describe the 
job. There is no doubt that the more application information the scheduler has, the 
better performance it delivers.  
Job analysis is a step in which the job is scrutinised and optimised automatically 
by a grid scheduler or an automatic tool integrated in the grid scheduler. This process 
consists of two subtasks: (1) additional application characteristics are identified; for 
example, the execution time of the application is predicted using existing techniques 
(e.g., [53, 54]), and (2) the job request is optimised on the basis of the information 
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obtained from (1). Most current grid schedulers do not implement the job analysis 
step.  
Pre-selection of resources 
In a computing system governed by a single administrative domain, comprehensive 
resource information is available to users. However, this is not true in the grid where 
users have very limited knowledge of the participating resources. In general, grid 
information services (GIS) are implemented to resolve this matter. Both static and 
dynamic information are accumulated and maintained by the GIS. The Globus MDS 
is one widely implemented and deployed GIS.  
In this step, a set of resources that satisfy the resource requirements is identified 
on the basis of static information, which is generally obtained from the GIS by 
sending a query. Examples of static information include the number of nodes, 
memory, specialised hardware devices, bandwidth, operating systems and software 
packages. Three major categories of static information are services, machines and 
networks. The number of resources identified in the pre-resource selection step may 
be large. Therefore, it is necessary to select more preferable resources on the basis of 
certain criteria, such as user preferences and/or application characteristics identified 
from the job analysis. Heuristics can be used to reduce the number of matched 
resources; for example, a grid scheduler filters out resources that have provided poor 
quality of service according to the historical information maintained by the grid 
scheduler. 
Resource allocation 
Once the optimal set of resources is determined from the preselection of resources, 
the grid scheduler allocates the job to these selected resources using a mapping 
scheme. A grid scheduler equipped with an efficient job/resource mapping scheme 
can significantly reduce the application completion time and improve the system 
utilisation. This has led to considerable investigation of scheduling algorithms for 
grid environments. 
The resource allocation decision is affected primarily by dynamic information 
and user-specified criteria. Specifically, the preselected resources are evaluated as to 
whether they are and will be available and can deliver a quality of service that will 
satisfy the minimum job requirements, such as user-specified time and cost 
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constraints. Dynamic information about the preselected resources is critical in grid 
scheduling, since the current states of these resources—such as availabilities and 
capacities—cannot be precisely determined from static information.  
To optimise scheduling, performance prediction information is gathered from 
performance analysis/prediction tools (e.g., the Network Weather Service (NWS) 
[55–57]). The NWS provides performance information on the basis of historical 
performance measurements obtained from periodic monitoring. Performance 
information contains short-term performance forecasts of network and computational 
resources. A grid scheduler may gather more dynamic information from local 
schedulers; however, this is only possible if cooperation between these two parties 
has been agreed. 
The resource allocation process may involve advance resource reservation, 
especially for applications of the workflow model.  Significant research in advance 
reservation has recently been conducted [14, 58–62]. However, a number of issues 
are unresolved that hinder the advance reservation of resources; these issues include 
cooperation between grid schedulers and local schedulers, and the variance of the job 
requirements during runtime. 
The Condor ClassAd/Matchmaker is a well-known resource selector for 
distributed systems. The resource selection is conducted by a designated matchmaker 
using classified advertisements (classads) that are described by resource providers 
and consumers, who respectively specify resource characteristics and requirements. 
Execution preparation 
Most jobs require preparation tasks before execution (e.g., file staging and setup). 
Since the resource set on which a job is running is typically different from the 
resource from which the job is submitted, the required input files and settings to run 
the job need to be prepared. The input files are generally transferred to the target 
resource set using file transferring services such as GridFTP [63]—an enhanced file 
transfer protocol. In addition to file staging, environment variables are set and 
temporary directories are created for job execution. These job specific tasks must be 
undone after the job is run.  
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Monitoring 
Once a job starts running, a monitoring service is initiated to monitor the progress. 
Monitoring in a grid environment has special significance in that job completion 
cannot be guaranteed, due to unforeseen factors such as resource failure and 
interruption by high-priority jobs. Therefore, the progress of a job should be 
constantly monitored during the runtime so that the grid scheduler may take action to 
address to cover unforeseen events; examples are migrating, rescheduling or 
terminating a job, and renegotiating resources.  
Rescheduling takes place not only due to resource failures, but for other 
purposes, such as balancing load and increasing throughput. For example, while the 
job is running, if other powerful resources previously allocated to other jobs become 
available and the grid scheduler estimates they will enable better performance for the 
job, a decision to reschedule may be made. Although rescheduling is an attractive 
alternative to improve performance, there are challenging issues to be addressed, 
such as checkpointing if migration is involved. There are occasions when migrating a 
job is too costly due to time-consuming checkpointing [64]. 
Post execution 
Once the job is complete, post-execution tasks are generally needed; for example, the 
output files need to be transferred to the user, and temporary files and settings need 
to be cleaned up [51]. 
3.3.3 Scheduling systems 
In the past decade, the advent of grid computing has resulted in the development of 
many different grid scheduling approaches, producing a number of significant 
advances. Although these approaches are substantially different, they all have the 
same objective: namely, efficient resource utilisation and the optimisation of job 
performance. Most of these approaches have been implemented and evaluated in real 
grids. In addition to grid schedulers, an increasing number of local schedulers, such 
as the Portable Batch System (PBS) [61] and Platform Load Sharing Facility (LSF) 
[62], have been developed to support grid environments. Despite these efforts, a 
broad range of challenging issues in grid scheduling remains. Many of these issues 
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are discussed in research and working groups in the Global Grid Forum (GGF) 
Scheduling and Resource Management Area [65]. The primary goal of this area is to 
address issues of resource scheduling and management in grid environments.  
The grid scheduling systems presented in Section 3.3.3 are selected from the 
many existing systems, and the main characteristics and techniques of their 
approaches are described.  
AppLeS 
The core objective of the Application Level Scheduler (AppLeS) [66], as the name 
implies, is to perform application-centric scheduling to improve application 
performance. A customised schedule for an application is obtained on the basis that 
the improvement of its performance is the sole purpose of making the scheduling 
decision.  
With the AppLeS, each application is tied to its own AppLeS agent, which 
performs scheduling for the tied application. An AppLeS agent consists of four 
subsystems and one central coordinator. The four subsystems are the resource 
selector, planner, performance estimator, and actuator. The coordinator plays the 
central role in coordinating these four subsystems. The coordinator performs 
scheduling using static and dynamic information on applications and resources, 
thereby directing the phases of scheduling to these four subsystems.  
There are three sources of information used in AppLeSs to conduct scheduling. 
(1) Static information (the description of the application and the preferences having 
been provided by the user). (2) Dynamic information about the resources, including 
the prediction of resource states gathered with the NWS. (3) A collection of grid 
application class models and application-specific models, which is used to extract 
general characteristics from the model to which the application belongs. 
A spin-off from the AppLeS project is the development of AppLeS templates, 
such as the AppLeS Parameter Sweep Template (APST) [67] and Master Slave 
Template. The rationale behind this is to develop templates that can be used for 
different classes of applications; that is, each template can be used for a certain class 
of application, not just for a single application as is the case with the traditional 
AppLeS agent. 
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Condor 
The Condor project [68] has made a series of efforts to develop an extensive set of 
mechanisms to facilitate high-throughput computing. Condor [13] is a specialised 
workload management system that attempts to achieve better utilisation of resources, 
in particular workstations owned by different users. The type of jobs that Condor 
mainly targets is computationally intensive.  
In Condor, a designated machine that performs scheduling is called the Central 
Manager (CM), which can be viewed as a matchmaker. The two types of information 
that the CM receives are the properties of a machine and the resource requirements 
of a job. The former is periodically advertised to the CM by the starter daemon, 
Startd, of the machine. The scheduler daemon, Schedd, of the machine from which 
the job is submitted, advertises the resource requirements of a job. These two 
daemons reside in each machine that Condor manages. The matchmaking that CM 
conducts is based on the information provided by these two daemons. Once a match 
is found, the rest of the steps necessary to run the job are conducted by the two 
daemons; these include establishing a connection between the resource consumer and 
provider, and sending the job to the resource provider. 
Condor provides a number of distinctive features, such as job checkpoint and 
migration, remote system calls, support for multiple job models, etc. Condor-G [69], 
the job management part of Condor, is developed using the Globus toolkit to enable 
access to grid resources. 
Moab grid scheduler (Silver) 
‘Silver’ is a centralised grid scheduler that provides a rich set of sophisticated 
features incorporating local schedulers, e.g., Maui, PBSPro and Loadleveler. These 
features include a grid-wide common user interface, advanced co-allocation, advance 
reservation, intelligent load-balancing, and supporting jobs spanning multiple 
computing systems. The core technique that Silver adopts to enable most of these 
functionalities is advance reservation. A centralised scheduling model of Silver eases 
many scheduling tasks, such as load balancing and job monitoring. Silver has been 
designed on the basis of the following three mottos: 
• optimal resource utilisation 
• ease of use and management, and 
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• maximum flexibility in global and local policies and facilities. 
A job is submitted using an extended version of the PBS job language (xPBS). Silver 
guarantees the start time of the job by using advance reservations. The target system 
of Silver is a group of multiple computer clusters that is similar to an intragrid. 
NetSolve/GridSolve 
Science and engineering professionals are two major user groups of powerful 
computational resources. The typical applications that these users run require both 
high performance computing systems, and specialist software packages or libraries 
such as Matlab [70] and Mathematica [71]. The key to the NetSolve project [72] is to 
allow these users—more precisely, their applications—to remotely access many 
different software resources available on powerful machines in a network. Users in 
the NetSolve system simply launch their applications in the traditional manner 
without knowing anything about computer networking or distributed computing. 
NetSolve manages the technical details of running applications over diverse 
resources in the network. 
NetSolve is a client-server application that enables remote access to dispersed 
computational resources, using the TCP/IP protocol. The primary focus of the 
NetSolve system is to enable clients to access scientific packages or libraries in 
NetSolve servers. These servers are normally sophisticated and powerful machines. 
The way that a NetSolve client accesses these software resources is by sending a 
remote procedure call to the server that can provide the best service for the request. 
The NetSolve system comprises of three major components: the client, the 
server and the agent. A NetSolve client is a user’s application written in C or Fortran, 
or using Matlab or the Web with the NetSolve client library linked in. It sends a 
request to the NetSolve agent that attempts to find the best NetSolve servers for the 
request. The NetSolve agent consists of a series of functionalities, such as resource 
discovery, load balancing, resource allocation and fault tolerance. The agent returns 
to the client with a list of servers that are capable of servicing the request. The client 
contacts a server and sends input parameters consisting of a problem name, e.g., 
dgesv(), the name of an LAPACK [73] subroutine and input data. Once the server 
completes the request, it returns either the result or error status. 
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The GridSolve project [74] is another part of the NetSolve endeavour. It can be 
seen as the next generation of NetSolve that will allow the broad scientific 
community to benefit from grid computing.  GridSolve uses a remote procedure call 
mechanism,GridRPC, redesigned for grid computing [75]. 
Nimrod/G 
Nimrod/G [76] is a grid-enabled version of Nimrod [77] that performs resource 
brokering for parametric modelling experiments on the basis of a model of 
computational economy. In Nimrod/G, a parametric experiment—i.e., a parameter 
sweep application—is described by using a declarative parametric modelling 
language or the Clustor GUI [78]. Nimrod/G uses a computational economy, 
meaning that an application is submitted with a deadline and a price, and is allocated 
to a resource or a resource set that meets the deadline with minimum cost. The 
deadline of the application, which denotes the latest completion time, and the price 
are specified by the user. In addition to these user-specified parameters, the resource 
provider specifies a key parameter in the computational economy: resource cost. 
Hence, the three most influential factors on resource scheduling in Nimrod/G are 
deadline, budget, and resource cost. Nimrod/G consists of five main components. 
• The client or user station—a user-interface that is capable of initiating, 
controlling and monitoring experiments. The user is allowed to control an 
experiment at different locations by running multiple instances of the same 
client.  
• The parametric engine—the core part of the Nimrod/G system that controls 
the whole experiment by coordinating the other four components.  
• The actual scheduling processes, such as resource discovery and resource 
allocation—performed by the scheduler using the Globus middleware 
services, such as MDS.  
• The dispatcher—which delegates a task to the job wrapper on the selected 
resource for the execution.  
• A job wrapper—program that is responsible for preparation, execution and 
post-execution. 
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3.3.4 Scheduling algorithms 
As illustrated in the previous section, a grid scheduling system typically consists of a 
series of components such as resource discovery and allocation, and monitoring. 
Although all these components play crucial roles for delivering high quality 
schedules, the greatest attention drawn in grid scheduling is probably to the 
scheduling of algorithms and task/resource mapping schemes. Due to the diversity of 
applications deployed in grids, it is challenging for a single scheduling algorithm to 
deal with different types of applications.  
This section presents six well-known scheduling algorithms that can be used for 
grids. They are selected from many other previously proposed scheduling algorithms 
for both their simplicity and practicality. 
Max-min and min-min algorithms 
Max-min [79, 80] selects the unscheduled task, for which the minimum earliest 
completion time over all the hosts is the longest among all of the unscheduled tasks. 
The selected task is allocated to the host on which the minimum earliest completion 
time is expected. The only difference in distinguishing min-min [79, 80] from max-
min is the task selection scheme. Specifically, min-min gives priority to the task with 
the shortest, earliest completion time. At the time of each scheduling event, max-min 
is more likely to schedule the longest task, and min-min the shortest task. 
Sufferage algorithm 
Sufferage [79, 80] makes scheduling decisions on the basis of the sufferage value of 
a task, defined as the difference between its earliest and second-earliest completion 
times. At each scheduling decision, Sufferage computes sufferage values of all of the 
unscheduled tasks, and schedules the task for which the sufferage value is the largest. 
This approach can be effective, since it avoids a significant increase in makespan, 
although it is no guarantee that the overall makespan will be shortened. 
XSufferage algorithm 
XSufferage [7] extends the Sufferage scheduling heuristic [79, 80] by accounting for 
data-sharing. It makes scheduling decisions on the basis of the sufferage value of a 
task, which in XSufferage is defined as the difference between its earliest and 
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second-earliest site-level completion times. While sufferage values used in Sufferage 
are host-level, those used by XSufferage are site-level. The sufferage value of a task 
is used as a measure of possible increase on makespan; that is, a task with a large 
sufferage value indicates that the completion time of the task increases significantly, 
causing a probable increase in makespan, if the task is not assigned to the host on 
which the earliest site-level completion time is attainable. Therefore, the larger the 
sufferage value of a task, the higher its scheduling priority. 
For each scheduling decision, Xsufferage computes sufferage values of all of the 
unscheduled tasks, and schedules the task for which the sufferage value is the largest. 
This approach can be effective, since it avoids a significant increase in makespan, 
although it is no guarantee that the overall makespan will be shortened. XSufferage 
assumes access to 100% accurate performance information on resources and tasks. 
Storage affinity (SA) algorithm 
SA [81] primarily aims to minimise data transfer by making scheduling decisions 
incorporating the location of transferred data. It considers task replication as soon as 
a host becomes available between the time the last unscheduled task is assigned and 
the time the last running task completes its execution.  
SA determines task–host assignments on the basis of ‘the storage affinity metric’. 
The storage affinity of a task to a host is the amount of the task’s input data already 
stored in the site to which the host belongs. Although the scheduling decision SA 
makes is between task and host, storage affinity is calculated between task and site; 
this is because, in the grid model used for SA, each site in the grid uses a single data 
repository that can be equally accessible by the hosts in the site.  
For each scheduling decision, SA calculates the storage affinity values of all 
unscheduled tasks and dispatches the task with the largest storage affinity value. If 
none of the tasks has a positive storage affinity value, one is scheduled at random. By 
the time this initial scheduling is completed, there will be as many as H  running 
tasks, leaving all H  hosts busy. On the completion of any of these running tasks, 
SA starts task replication. Each of the remaining running tasks is considered for 
replication, and the best one is selected. The selection decision is based on the 
storage affinity value and the number of replicas. 
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List scheduling with round-robin order replication (RR) algorithm 
RR [82] is a grid-scheduling algorithm for independent coarse-grained tasks. As the 
name implies, its distinctiveness comes from the round-robin order replication 
scheme that makes replicas of running tasks in a round-robin fashion after 
conducting list scheduling for all of the unscheduled tasks. RR first randomly assigns 
a task to each host in the grid, and waits until one or more of those assigned hosts 
complete their tasks. On the completion of a task, the next unscheduled task is 
dispatched to the host on which the completed task has run. In this way, faster 
resources are likely to receive more tasks. Once all of the tasks are dispatched, RR 
starts replicating running tasks in the expectation that some or all of these replicas 
will finish earlier than their originals. RR performs scheduling without dynamic 
information on resources and tasks; despite this, the algorithm is comparable in 
performance to other scheduling heuristics that do require such performance 
information. 
3.3.5 Grid simulation tools 
When new grid scheduling schemes are designed, they are typically implemented 
and deployed in real grid environments for performance evaluation. This intuitively 
implies that their evaluation studies are subject to the underlying grid environments. 
Moreover, states of resources in a grid fluctuate dynamically; therefore, results 
obtained from an evaluation study are not repeatable. This makes comparison 
between different grid scheduling approaches difficult. Simulations are an attractive 
alternative, since the simulation of repeatable and controllable environments is 
feasible. Simulations enable different grid scheduling schemes to be tested over 
diverse virtual grid environments with a broad range of scenarios. 
Since grid scheduling has been intensively studied, tools that enable the 
simulation of grids have been developed. Five well-known grid simulation tools 
include Bricks [83], GridSim [84], MicroGrid [85, 86], OptorSim [87] and SimGrid 
[88, 89]. These simulation tools have the common objective of developing and 
evaluating scheduling algorithms for grid environments.  
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Bricks 
Bricks is a client-server paradigm-based performance evaluation system for grid-
scheduling algorithms, developed at the Tokyo Institute of Technology. Bricks aims 
to facilitate the analysis and evaluation of grid scheduling schemes.  
The two major components of Bricks are the simulated grid environment and the 
scheduling unit. In the evaluation of a scheduling approach, the former is in charge 
of simulating a grid environment, and actual scheduling-related processes are 
managed by the latter. Both components can be easily customised by the Bricks 
script or user-supplied modules.  
The simulated grid environment consists of three entities: client, network and 
server. The characteristics and behaviours of these entities can be dynamically 
specified using the Bricks script.  
The five sub-components in the scheduling unit are the network monitor, the 
server monitor, the resourceDB, the predictor and the scheduler. The main task that 
the first two of these components perform is the gathering of dynamic information by 
monitoring network and servers. Specifically, they monitor network and servers, 
gather dynamic information, such as network bandwidth and server loads, and send 
the information to the resourceDB. The resourceDB is a grid information service in 
the Bricks system that is queried by the predictor and scheduler to make scheduling 
decisions. Any of these sub-components is replaceable with a user-supplied Java 
module. 
GridSim 
GridSim is a Java-based discrete-event grid simulation toolkit that provides facilities 
for the modelling and simulation of grid entities, such as resources, users and 
application models to design and evaluate scheduling schemes for grid environments. 
GridSim is implemented using SimJava [90], a discrete-event simulation package 
implemented in Java. Simulations using GridSim are enabled by coordinating entities, 
e.g., resources, brokers, network based I/O, information service, and statistics. These 
entities run in parallel in their own threads. 
GridSim is composed of five layers: (1) The bottom layer is Java Virtual 
Machine (JVM), which is responsible for actually running Java bytecode. (2) 
SimJava sits on top of JVM and provides discrete event-simulation functionalities. (3) 
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The GridSim toolkit simulates grid environments, modelling resources and 
fundamental grid services, e.g., grid information service. (4) In the fourth layer, grid 
schedulers or resource brokers are simulated. (5) The top layer comprises the 
modelling of basic simulation entities, such as applications and users. The fourth and 
fifth layers are enabled using the GridSim toolkit.  
MicroGrid 
MicroGrid is a set of simulation tools for the creation of virtualised grid 
environments. It aims to facilitate the accurate simulation of controlled and 
repeatable grid environments to conduct studies on grid-related issues such as grid 
topologies, middleware and application performance. Unlike other grid simulation 
tools presented in this section, MicroGrid is an emulator: it creates a virtual grid on 
which real applications, including Globus applications, actually run. Therefore, it can 
be expected to produce more precise results than those produced with other grid 
simulation tools.  
The simulation tools provided from MicroGrid support core elements of the grid, 
such as the virtualisation of resources and information service. The two main 
components that manage the virtualising of grid resources are the MicroGrid network 
online simulator (MaSSF) and the CPU controller. These two components model and 
simulate the network and computational resources, respectively. The interception and 
manipulation of live network streams and processes play crucial roles in the 
simulation of the behaviours of these two resource types. Specifically, the socket and 
other I/O related function calls (e.g., send, recv, fread, and fwrite) are intercepted and 
redirected appropriately, to effectively simulate network behaviours. The processes 
of a virtual machine may be suspended to ensure the correct behaviours of the 
machine. 
The number of virtual machines that MicroGrid emulates is not limited by the 
number of physical machines. For example, one can virtualise a grid with hundreds 
of machines on just ten physical machines. This is made possible by using the virtual 
IP mapping service; in other words, each physical machine is mapped with one or 
more virtual machines.  
One significant shortcoming of MicroGrid is the amount of time needed for the 
MicroGrid simulation, due to running actual applications. MicroGrid does not 
support multiprocessor virtual machines. 
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OptorSim 
An increasing number of applications in many fields of science and engineering are 
required for the processing of massive amounts of data. These large-scale data-
intensive applications are normally deployed in data grids. When running these types 
of application, an efficient data access and replication strategy significantly alleviates 
the burden of data transfer; this has a major impact on the completion time of the 
application.  
OptorSim is a simulation package that provides a series of grid-simulation 
features, including the simulating of background network traffic. The main goal of 
the development of OptorSim is the evaluation of data-replication strategies in grid 
environments. The simulation model it adopts is time-based rather than event-driven. 
Akin to the processes used by GridSim and SimGrid, OptorSim uses threads to 
simulate resources and the scheduling entity (resource broker). 
A simulation using OptorSim is configured by three major input files and 
additional simulation properties specified in a parameters file. The three main 
configuration files characterise the grid and its resources, the job, and the 
background network traffic. Other simulation details that can be dictated in the 
parameters file include the number of jobs, the inter-arrival time of the job, the 
scheduling strategy of the resource broker, the replication optimisation algorithm, 
and the data access pattern. While the scheduling strategy determines which job is 
assigned to which resource, the replication optimisation algorithm decides when and 
where a particular data file is replicated and/or deleted. Currently, OptorSim supports 
only large sequential jobs and does not consider resource failures. 
SimGrid 
SimGrid is a simulation toolkit that facilitates the development and evaluation of 
scheduling algorithms for heterogeneous distributed computing environments, e.g., 
computational grids. Two versions of SimGrid have been implemented: the first, 
SimGrid v1, provides a low-level interface called SG that requires the user to specify 
fine details to conduct the simulation [88]; the second, SimGrid v2 introduces a high-
level interface, MSG that is implemented on the basis of SG [89]. Although SG gives 
more flexibility, explicit description and configuration work for the simulation is 
required. Its use is more focused on the simulation of specific application domains, 
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e.g., precedence-constraint applications and computing environment topologies. 
These drawbacks are overcome in SimGrid v2 with the abstraction of foundational 
entities, such as agents (responsible for scheduling), locations (computational 
entities), paths and channels (network entities), and tasks. Hereafter, ‘SimGrid’ 
denotes the second version. 
SimGrid allows the modelling and simulation of grid environments, using 
synthetic data and/or data collected from real environments, enabling more realistic 
simulations. The two main sources of data that SimGrid obtains from a real 
environment are platform descriptions and network traffic traces; these are obtained 
with Effective Network View (ENV) [91] and NWS. The implementation of 
bandwidth-sharing models for simulating contention among data transfers makes 
realistic simulations possible. Two bandwidth-sharing models that are supported in 
SimGrid are the packet-level network simulation model and the macroscopic model. 
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4 
 
An artificial immune system for  
task scheduling 
 
Due to the self-organising, cooperative and robust characteristics of the immune 
system (IS), its applicability to numerous areas—such as pattern recognition, 
network security and anomaly detection—has been actively studied in the past 
decade [38, 92, 93]. However, it is only recently that considerable attention has been 
drawn to investigating the application of IS to scheduling problems.  
This chapter presents an artificial immune system (AIS) for task scheduling, 
involving task duplication known as the artificial immune system with duplication 
algorithm (AISD). AISD generates and refines a set of schedules using a modified 
clonal selection algorithm, and attempts to further improve the schedules with task 
duplication. AISD schedules tasks in a task graph via three well-designed phases: 
clonal selection, task duplication and redundant task removal. The performance gain 
of the algorithm is obtained not from a particular phase, but from their strategic 
coordination. Despite the adoption of immune features (i.e., clonal selection and 
affinity maturation), task insertion and task duplication, AISD allows an affordable 
level of time complexity. 
The target system model and the application model used in this work are the 
tightly coupled HCS and interdependent tasks described in Sections 2.1.2 and 2.2.1, 
respectively. 
4.1 The immune system 
The immune system of organisms, particularly of vertebrates, is an extremely 
effective defence system against a virtually unlimited number of biological agents, 
such as microorganisms, parasites and viruses. It protects the host from these 
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invaders by coordinating a complex, sophisticated set of immune functions. At the 
highest level, two defence lines are involved—the innate and the adaptive immune 
systems; various types of white blood cell are the key components of both systems. 
While the innate immune system recognises a limited number of common 
structures in many micro-organisms, the adaptive immune system responds to a 
diverse set of attackers (antigens). The innate or nonspecific immune system is the 
first line of defence, which uniformly combats an invader directly and promptly with 
chemical substances and specific types of white blood cell. However, an organism 
encounters numerous antigens that the innate immune system is not able to handle 
effectively. The adaptive or specific immune system comes into play in these 
circumstances.  
Although the IS, at first glance, easily performs its core functions of detecting 
and killing infections, this is made possible only by the coordination of different 
immune entitie on the basis of immune principles and processes. Examples of these 
immune functionalities are pattern recognition, memory, learning, negative selection 
and clonal selection. 
Among a number of immune features in the adaptive immune system, clonal 
selection with affinity maturation is of particular interest in this study, because it is 
incorporated with our algorithm. 
4.1.1 Adaptive immune system 
Because a host constantly encounters many different antigens, it is necessary for 
immune entities to be equipped with memory, learning and adaptive functionalities. 
The adaptive immune system protects the host by sophisticatedly coordinating these 
functionalities. 
The two key components in the adaptive immune system are B cells (B 
lymphocytes) and T cells (T lymphocytes) of white blood cells that are produced by 
stem cells in the bone marrow. They are named after the lymphoid organs in which 
they are produced and developed, namely the bone marrow and the thymus. Each of 
these two cell types plays a critical role in one of the two defence mechanisms (the 
humoral immunity and the cellular immunity). The humoral immunity is overseen by 
B cells. Immunoglobulins (antibodies) produced by plasma cells matured from B 
cells are the active components. Humoral immunity responds to invading microbes 
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by antibody–antigen binding within a matter of minutes. Humoral immunity is 
activated in the body liquids, chiefly blood. 
T cells, which are produced matured in the thymus, are the primary mediator; 
they are the vehicles of the cellular immunity that responds to other cells that are 
infected by viruses. The adaptive immune system can respond against a virtually 
unlimited and diverse set of antigens through a sequence of phases (Figure 4.1) for 
combating these immunological enemies.  
 
 
Figure 4.1: The primary steps involved in the adaptive immune system 
 
4.1.2 Clonal selection 
As mentioned earlier, the adaptability of IS is one of its most powerful features, 
supported by the clonal selection principle [94]. Although clonal selection occurs for 
both T and B cells, the focus in the study of AIS is often solely on B cells, because B 
cell clonal selection involves mutation that enhances the adaptability of B cells. 
Hereafter, ‘clonal selection’ refers to that of B cells alone. 
The rationale behind the clonal selection theory is that superior B cells are 
mostly preserved with a minor degree of mutation—becoming prevalent, whereas 
inferior B cells are selectively preserved after a high rate of mutation—becoming 
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quiescent. Specifically, when a foreign intruder (antigen) attacks the host, B cells 
matching the antigen will be cloned (clonal expansion) and mutated (affinity 
maturation) at rates directly proportional to and inversely proportional to the degree 
of the match (affinity), respectively. The superiority of a B cell refers to that of its 
antibody. 
4.1.3 Applicable potentials of IS: a computational science 
perspective 
The IS consists of a complex and sophisticated set of properties, principles and 
processes. There are a number of important immune features, such as pattern 
recognition, adaptability, learning and memory. Immune characteristics fall into 
three categories. 
• Self-organisation and Self-maintenance—the immune agents, primarily cells 
are autonomous. Their activities, such as reaction to microbial attack, 
proliferation, differentiation and memory take place without central guidance 
or control. In essence, the IS attempts to maintain superior cells while 
eliminating inferior and foreign cells. The key immune principle that enables 
and facilitates this feature is clonal selection with affinity maturation. 
• Cooperativeness—there are two major sets of allies in the IS. They are the 
innate and the adaptive immune systems, and T and B cells (or humoral and 
cellular immunity) in the adaptive immune system. While the second set of 
allies is well-known, the former have been rarely recognised until recent 
discoveries, such as dendritic cells and toll-like receptors, as a critical 
adjuvant in the activation of adaptive immunity. The cooperation and 
coordination of the two parties in each coalition exist for effective immune 
responses that no agent could achieve in isolation. 
• Robustness—the IS maintains a diverse set of lymphocytes throughout the 
body. These are constantly updated and upgraded. In this way, immune 
responses can be prompt and effective, regardless of where and how an attack 
occurs. The IS intensifies lymphocytes on recognising the attacker, to win the 
battle as soon and easily as possible. 
The IS does not rely on just one or two of these features. Rather, it works as an 
integrated system drawing, where necessary, on an array of these powerful features; 
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thus, these features should be well coordinated when applied to computational 
problems. 
4.1.4 Artificial immune systems 
Since the IS has been shown to be a powerful mechanism for effectively dealing with 
a virtually unlimited number of threats in unforeseeable scenarios, it has been 
modelled in an increasing number of areas, such as computer and network security, 
data mining, and pattern recognition. An AIS can be defined as a real-world 
problem-solving methodology, designed as a result of the abstraction and modelling 
of immune features. Several other definitions previously proposed were introduced in 
[95]. 
Most AISs have been developed through heavy reliance on the properties, 
principles and processes of the adaptive IS that enable it to effectively and efficiently 
deal with unforeseen circumstances. The two most favoured immune entities 
modelled in AISs are antibodies and antigens, since they are the key players in the 
adaptive IS. In cooperation with these immune entities, other immunological 
theories—such as negative/positive selection, clonal selection, immune networks and 
the danger model—have been widely modelled [95]; these are merely a subset of 
modelled instances among a rich set of immune characteristics. 
Most AISs consist of a common set of steps: (1) initial population generation, (2) 
antibody–antigen binding, (3) population refinement, and (4) learning and adaptation. 
The last three steps iterate until a satisfactory solution is found. 
A recent analytical study [39] discusses how AIS differ from other biologically-
inspired computing approaches, such as evolutionary computation (EC), artificial 
neural networks (ANN) and fuzzy systems (FS). This comparative study evaluates 
AISs in terms of distinctiveness and effectiveness, and concludes that AISs have 
promising potential and successfully are applicable to real-world problems. 
4.2 Artificial immune system with duplication (AISD)  
When designing a scheduling scheme for HCSs, the two most fundamental issues are 
the quality of output schedules and the time complexity. It is challenging and highly 
desirable to design such a scheduling algorithm that successfully incorporates both of 
these issues into its scheduling. This section presents our novel AISD, which 
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primarily focuses on the former issue without significantly sacrificing the latter. 
AISD performs scheduling through three major phases: clonal selection, task 
duplication and redundant-task removal phases, in that order. The workings of these 
three phases are shown in Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. In addition to the pseudo code of 
each phase, the scheduling of the sample task graph (Figure 4.5) is presented in 
Figure 4.6. The schedule after the clonal selection phase (Figure 4.6(a)) may differ 
from one run to another, because mutations occur with randomly selected points. 
 
Function ClonalSelection 
/** 
Input: 
  minG: min #groups; 
  maxG: max #groups; 
  c: #clones to generate for each base antibody (ab) 
  sr: maximum ab selection rate 
  basemr: mutation rate 
Output: 
  A set AB of abs    **/ 
1.  Compute b-level(ni) Vni ∈∀  
2.  Sort the tasks V∈ in decreasing order by b-level value 
3.  Let b = v / (minG + v / p % maxG) 
4.  Let AB = Ø 
5.  while ( Vni ∈∃ ni is unscheduled) do 
6.      Remove first b tasks from V and insert them to B 
7.      Let newAB = Ø 
8.      do 
9.          Let prevab = the first ab in AB 
10.        Generate a base ab baseAB(B) based on ),(min jiPp pnAFTj∈ account for prevab Bni ∈∀  
11.        Let abP = prevab + baseAB(B) 
12.        Generate a set C of c-1 clones of baseAB(B) 
13.        for each clone Cck ∈ do 
14.           Mutate ck based on basemr    /* b× basemr times */ 
15.           Add (prevab + ck) to abP 
16.        end for 
17.        Let AB = AB – prevab 
18.        Add abP to newAB 
19.     while (AB  Ø) 
20.     Select best antibodies in newAB based on sr and store them in nextAB 
21.     for each abi∈ nextAB do 
22.        Let ci = a clone of abi 
23.        Mutate abi based on affinity (schedule length)    /* hypermutation */ 
24.        Replace abi with ci if sl(ci) shorter than sl(abi) 
25.     end for 
26.     Let AB = nextAB 
27. end while 
28. return AB 
 
Figure 4.2: The novel clonal selection algorithm 
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4.2.1 Clonal selection phase 
AISD adopts the clonal selection principle as its key player to generate and refine 
schedules. Here, a schedule is denoted as an antibody. The heuristic achieves its 
competitive performance not by simply incorporating immune features, but by 
intuitively adapting and coordinating them for our scheduling purpose.  
Adaptations to typical characteristics of clonal selection that AISD makes 
include groupwise task scheduling and judicious base-schedule generation. Tasks in 
a given task graph are grouped into scheduling batches according to the number of 
processors and time complexity (Step 3). Tasks in each batch are initially scheduled 
on the basis of their earliest actual finish times (Step 10). The schedule of the batch is 
called a ‘base antibody’, i.e., a schedule. It should be produced without violating 
precedence constraints; that is, the schedule for tasks in the previous batches is 
considered when computing the earliest actual finish times of the tasks in the batch. 
This preceding schedule is denoted as prevab at Step 9. The base antibody is cloned, 
and the clones are mutated at a uniform rate, specified as an ‘input parameter’ (Steps 
13–16); this mutation process, in addition to the base-antibody generation scheme, is 
adopted to ensure that the initial antibody population is generated at a reasonable 
level of quality. Each antibody in an antibody population is a concatenation of the 
preceding antibody and a currently generated one (Step 15). After generating a set of 
antibody populations, antibodies in each population are evaluated on the basis of 
schedule length, and a set of best antibodies is selected with the probability of 
selection directly proportional to affinity:  
NAB(abP) = max{0, 
 
 abP 
 
× (sr – (ssl(abP) – mssl) / mssl)}, 
where NAB(abP) is the number of antibodies to select in antibody population abP, sr 
is the maximum antibody selection rate (e.g., 0.3 for 30%) specified as an input 
parameter, ssl(abP) is the shortest schedule length in abP, and mssl is the minimum 
shortest schedule length in all antibody populations. There is an inverse relationship 
between schedule length and affinity. These selected antibodies undergo 
hypermutation, with the probability of mutation inversely proportional to their 
affinities. The number of mutations per antibody is defined as 
NM(ab) = 2 + (sl(ab) – mssl) / mssl * 10 * , 
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where NM(ab) is the number of mutations that antibody ab undergoes and sl(ab) is 
the schedule length of ab. The minimum number of mutations is set to 2. The number 
of mutations is characterised mainly by the mutation rate parameter . 
Actual mutations are performed using the two types of mutation (point 
mutation/point-by-point replacement, and point-to-point swapping) adopted in AISD. 
The former randomly selects a point (processor) in an antibody and replaces it with a 
randomly chosen one, whereas the latter swaps two randomly selected points. When 
a mutation is required, a mutation type is randomly selected. If the mutated clone of 
an antibody shows stronger affinity than does the antibody, the mutated clone 
supersedes the original antibody (Step 24). This series of steps repeats until tasks in 
all batches are scheduled. 
 
Function TaskDuplication 
/** 
Input: A set AB of antibodies 
Output: An antibody (schedule) of V onto P   **/ 
1.  Let sl(bestab) =  
2.  for each abi AB∈  do 
3.     for each task ni,k encoded in abi  do 
4.        Compute AFT(ni,k, pj) Pp j ∈∀  
5.        Let ndups = min{p-1, max{1, # grand children of ni,k}} 
6.        Duplicate ni,k as many as ndups times based on actual finish time 
7.     end for 
8.     Recompute schedule length of abi 
9.     Replace bestab with abi  if sl(abi) is shorter than  sl(bestab) 
10. end for 
11. return bestab 
Figure 4.3: The task duplication algorithm 
4.2.2 Task duplication phase 
As a result of the clonal selection phase of AISD, a set of best antibodies is selected. 
Task duplication, as an attempt to reduce the schedule length, takes place with these 
selected antibodies. Each task encoded in a selected antibody is considered for 
duplication. Tasks are duplicated only if duplications do not increase the schedule 
length associated with the selected antibody. The number of duplications ranges from 
at least one up to either the number of its grand child tasks or one fewer than the 
number of processors, whichever is less (Step 5). This duplication policy ensures that 
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the higher priority and more successors, the more duplications a task is considered 
for. At the end of this task duplication phase, the best antibody (the one with the 
shortest schedule length) is selected and passed into the redundant-task removal 
phase. 
Function RedundantTaskRemoval 
/** 
Input: An antibody ab 
Output: A refined antibody ab    **/ 
1.  Remove the one, among the replicas of the exit task in ab, whose actual finish time is 
the latest  
2.  for each task ni from the back of ab  do  
3.     Let IPi = a set of immediate predecessor tasks of ni  
4.     for each replica ri,j of ni do 
5.        if (ri,j  nexit and useful(ri,j)  true) then 
6.            Remove ri,j  
7.        else 
8.           for each immediate predecessor task ipi,k ∈ IPi do 
9.              Let RIPi,k = a set of replicas of ipi,k 
10.            Let uip = { }jimkikimki rripmkimkiRIPrip cpripAFT ,,,,,, ,,,,, ),(min +∈  
11.            Let useful(uip) = true 
12.         end for 
13.      end if 
14.    end for 
15. end for 
16. return ab 
Figure 4.4: The redundant-task removal algorithm 
4.2.3 Redundant-task removal phase 
The best antibody, generated and selected via the clonal selection and task 
duplication phases, is scrutinised to check if there are unnecessarily duplicated tasks. 
If so, those useless replicas are removed. 
The first step in the redundant-task removal phase ensures only one exit task is 
scheduled. Since any task in a task graph can be duplicated at least once, including 
the exit task, there might be two copies of the exit task in the schedule (Step 1).  
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Figure 4.5: A sample task graph 
For each task, its immediate predecessor (parent) tasks, including their replicas, 
are examined to determine which parent tasks are most effectively scheduled (Steps 
8–12). The decisions are made on the basis of their actual finish times. If a particular 
task is not regarded as useful for any of its child tasks after checking the usefulness 
of all its child tasks, it is removed (Step 6). In Figure 4.6(b), the two replicas of Task 
0 on Processors 0 and 1, and the replica of Task 9 on Processor 1 are set to be useful 
by Tasks 2 and 3, and Task 11, respectively. The rest of the replicas are removed due 
to their inability to improve the schedule. 
The redundant-task removal algorithm assumes that there is only one exit task in 
a task graph. In the case of a task graph with multiple exit tasks, a dummy exit task  
is added, to which the actual exit tasks are connected. Here, any computation and 
communication costs associated with this addition are set to 0. 
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                 (a)                                   (b)                                   (c) 
 
Figure 4.6: Scheduling of task graph (Figure 4.5) using AISD: (a) schedule after the 
clonal selection phase, (b) schedule after the task duplication phase, and (c) final 
schedule after the redundant-task removal phase 
 
4.3 Performance evaluation 
We thoroughly evaluated the performance of AISD based on the results from our 
experiments conducted with two extensive sets of task graphs: randomly generated 
and well-known. The three well-known parallel applications used for our 
experiments were the Laplace equation solver [96], the LU-decomposition [97] and 
Fast Fourier Transformation [98]. Our algorithm was compared with two previously 
proposed heuristics (HEFT and DBUS) introduced in Section 3.2.1. The comparison 
results have been presented with intermediate results of AISD, i.e., schedules 
generated by the AIS (the clonal selection phase) without the task duplication and 
redundant-task removal phases; this is because the contribution of the AIS is unclear 
from the performance results of AISD. 
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Typically, the schedule length of a task graph generated by a scheduling 
algorithm is used as the main performance measure. The ‘normalised schedule 
length’ (NSL) was used as the performance metric for our comparison. The NSL is 
defined to be SL obtained by a particular algorithm over that obtained by HEFT. 
The performance of AISD are influenced by its input parameters, i.e., minG,  
maxG, c,  sr and . The actual values of these parameters in our experiments were: 
(1) minG = 3, (2) maxG = 10, (3) sr = 30%, (4) c = 10 and (5)  = 2; they are chosen 
with time complexity in mind. 
4.3.1 Experimental settings 
Table 4.1 summarises the parameters used in the experiments, which were conducted 
with both randomly generated and real-world application task graphs. The random 
task graphs were generated by Task Graph for Free (TGFF) 2.0 [99], which has the 
ability to generate independent tasks and those that are composed of partially ordered 
task graphs. Appendix A sets out the task graph files of Figures 2.2 and 4.5 generated 
by TGFF. The total number of experiments conducted with different task graphs on 
the five different numbers of processors is 84,000. Specifically, the random task 
graph set consisted of 210 base task graphs generated with combinations of 10 graph 
sizes, seven CCRs and three processor heterogeneity settings. For each combination, 
20 task graphs were randomly generated, retaining the characteristics of the base task 
graph. These 4,200 graphs were investigated with five different numbers of 
processors. Each of the three applications was investigated using the same number of 
task graphs (i.e., 21,000); hence the figure 84,000. 
Table 4.1: Experimental parameters 
Parameter Value 
The number of tasks U(10, 600) 
CCR {0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0} 
The number of processors {2, 4, 8, 16, 32} 
Processor heterogeneity {100, 200, random} 
 
The computational and communication costs of the tasks in each task graph were 
randomly selected from a uniform distribution, with the mean equal to the chosen 
average computation and communication costs. The processor heterogeneity value of 
100 was defined to be the percentage of the speed difference between the fastest 
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processor and the slowest processor in a given system. For the well-known 
application task graphs, the matrix sizes and the number of input points were varied, 
so that the number of tasks can range from about 10 to 600.  
Although the experiments were conducted with seven different CCRs, as shown 
in Table 4.1, only experimental results obtained with three significant CCRs (0.1, 1.0 
and 5.0) are presented. This is because these results were sufficient to represent the 
performance of the three heuristics (AISD, HEFT and DBUS) for the three 
fundamental task graph types (computationally intensive, moderate, communication-
intensive). The rest of the test results obtained from the task graphs with CCRs of 0.2, 
0.5, 2.0 and 5.0 tended to be similar to those obtained from the task graphs with close 
CCRs. For instance, the test result acquired from the task graphs with CCR 5.0 did 
not show significant difference from the test result acquired from the task graphs 
with CCR 10.0. 
4.3.2 Results 
Figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 clearly show that AISD delivers competitive schedule 
lengths irrespective of different application and system characteristics, e.g., graph 
sizes and the number of processors. The schedule lengths we obtained from 
communication intensive task graphs indicate that AISD best suits task graphs 
consisting of fine-grained tasks with large communication costs. This is also true for 
DBUS. However, its performance drops noticeably with computation-intensive task 
graphs. Moreover, when the number of processors in a given system is small, even 
DBUS performs poorly with communication intensive task graphs. Specifically, the 
larger the ratio between the number of tasks and the number of processors, the poorer 
DBUS performs; this is because a task with a single child may have to be assigned to 
more than one processor if the child task has been duplicated multiple times to cover 
the multiple child tasks of its own. This takes place recursively, leading to significant 
increases in the schedule length. However, AISD overcomes this drastic degradation 
by performing the initial scheduling and task duplication separately; in other words, 
task duplication only occurs after all tasks in a task graph are scheduled without 
duplication.  
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Two major sources of the performance gain of AISD are its clonal selection and 
task duplication schemes: the former by refining and leading to high-quality 
schedules; the latter by reducing the communication overhead. 
 
Figure 4.7: Average NSLs of random DAGs 
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Figure 4.8: Average NSLs for DAGs of Laplace 
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Figure 4.9: Average NSLs for DAGs of LU 
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Figure 4.10: Average NSLs for DAGs of FFT 
The average schedule length of AISD computed on the basis of communication 
intensive task graphs in the randomly generated task graph set (Figure 4.7) was 18% 
on average, smaller than that of HEFT. The results on task graphs of the well-known 
applications (Figures 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10) reconfirm the superior performance of AISD. 
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Although DBUS tends to deliver significantly smaller schedule lengths than 
those of HEFT for communication intensive task graphs, its applicability is limited to 
systems consisting of a large number of processors.  
4.4 Conclusion 
We have presented AISD as a novel scheduling algorithm for HCSs. AISD, as its core 
components, incorporates the clonal selection principle in the IS and task duplication 
into its scheduling. The data indicates that these two contribute to the superior 
performance of AISD, and that AISD consistently outperformed the two existing 
algorithms by a noticeable margin, especially when scheduling communication-
intensive task graphs. 
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5 
 
A novel state transition method for 
metaheuristics-based task scheduling 
 
Task scheduling remains one of the most challenging problems in HCS. A large 
number of metaheuristics, mostly inspired from nature, have been adopted in 
attempts to obtain better schedules; these metaheuristics include GA, SA, ant colony 
optimisation (ACO) and, more recently, AIS [28, 29, 42, 43, 100–104]. Even though 
these attempts have successfully demonstrated their applicability to task scheduling 
problems, there is significant scope for improving their performance. 
This chapter presents a novel state transition (ST) method, the duplication-based 
state transition method (DST), which can be incorporated into metaheuristics used 
for task scheduling. The target system used in this work is the tightly coupled HCS.  
5.1 Introduction 
ST in metaheuristics takes charge of generating variants of a given state. ST methods 
tend to be different between different metaheuristics, depending largely on the target 
problems. Examples of ST methods include replacing the value at a randomly chosen 
point with a randomly generated value, and swapping values of two arbitrarily 
chosen points. 
A state (or, in this study, a ‘schedule’) is encoded using a 2D representation 
technique similar to that found in [100]. Each column in the state contains the tasks 
assigned to a processor. The DST method consists of two phases: state manipulation 
(SM) and state refinement (SR). As DST implies, a new state is produced not by 
manipulating (e.g., replacing, swapping or recombining) random points in the current 
state, but by overlapping randomly generated states with the current state (task 
duplication). This duplication-based approach contributes to reducing 
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communication overheads. However, it can produce redundant tasks; for this reason, 
the SR technique is incorporated in DST. The technique comes into play after the SM 
phase. As part of our evaluation, we implemented and conducted extensive 
experiments on three metaheuristics—GA, SA and AIS using DST—and two well-
known heuristics—HEFT and DBUS introduced in Section 3.2.1. The experiments 
involved a comprehensive set of both randomly generated and real-world application 
task graphs, and a large number of different system configurations. The results 
clearly show the positive impact of DST on the performance of metaheuristics, and 
that communication-intensive task graphs will benefit most from DST. 
5.2 The duplication-based state transition method 
Metaheuristics usually undergo a series of iterative processes to improve its solution. 
The common sequence of the processes is ‘initial-state generation’, ‘state transition’, 
‘state evaluation’, and ‘next-state selection/generation’. Metaheuristics mostly differ 
in the ST method, which may significantly influence the quality of solutions. 
 
 
            (a)                           (b)                               (c)                              (d) 
Figure 5.1: An example of the DST method using the task graph in Figure 2.2: (a) an 
initial state; (b) a random state; (c) state manipulation; and (d) state refinement. The 
tasks in the dotted box in (c) indicate violations of the last two rules and are therefore 
not used. 
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This section describes the DST method in detail. It discusses the distinctive SM 
technique of this method, using task duplication, and describes its SR scheme. The 
term ‘state manipulation’ in DST is equivalent to ST in traditional metaheuristics. An 
illustration of the way DST works is presented in Figure 5.1; the arrows indicate 
inter-task communications. 
5.2.1 State manipulation 
Traditional approaches of SM can fall into three major categories: replacement, 
swapping and recombination. A simple SM method is random-point replacement, 
which arbitrarily selects different points in a state and replaces them with randomly 
selected values. Swapping is another commonly used approach, which exchanges a 
point with another point, or a set of contiguous points with another set of contiguous 
points in a state. The crossover operation in GAs is the most typical example of 
recombination. An SM method using a set of systematic approaches can be an 
alternative to selecting those points, to replace and generate new values. Approaches 
in these three categories typically deal with states in which the value of any point is 
unique. Unlike many other application areas of metaheuristics, multiprocessor 
scheduling takes advantage of multiple instances of a value in a state, i.e., task 
duplication. This insight led us to design the SM technique in the proposed ST 
method. By implication, SM in our method occurs with idling slots. 
For each SM step, a number of states are randomly generated for each current 
state, and are then overlapped with the current state one after another. The number of 
randomly generated states is interpreted as the number of mutations in GAs and AIS. 
Critically, a point in the current state is manipulated (i.e., a task is assigned to the 
idling slot) only if the change does not violate precedence constraint, increase the 
schedule length of the current state, and result in assigning the same task twice on a 
processor. In addition to task duplication, our SM method uses task insertion. An 
example of using the method is presented in Figures 5.1(b) and 5.1(c).   
5.2.2 State refinement 
Because the SM method in DST tends to simply fill idling slots in a schedule, some 
of the tasks it produces may be ineffectual, wasting resources rather than shortening 
the schedule. In the SR phase (Figure 5.2), each manipulated state is scrutinised to 
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identify unnecessarily duplicated tasks and any original tasks have become useless. 
Thus, redundancy is removed and the schedule is updated. 
The first step in the SR phase is to ensure only one instance of an exit task is 
scheduled. Since an exit task does not influence other tasks in a state, all of its 
instances other than the one that finishes the earliest are useless, and are removed 
(Steps 1–3).  
 
1.  for each exit task nexiti in a state s do 
2.     Remove all instances of nexiti , except the one whose AFT is the earliest 
3.  end for 
4.  while there are unchecked tasks in s do  
5.     Select a task ni in s whose b-level value is the smallest 
6.     Let IPi = a set of immediate predecessor tasks of ni  
7.     for each replica ri,j of ni do 
8.        if (ri,j  nexit and useful(ri,j)  true) then 
9.            Remove ri,j  
10       else 
11.         for each immediate predecessor task ipi,k ∈ IPi do 
12.            Let RIPi,k = a set of replicas of ipi,k 
13.            Let uip = { }jimkikimki rripmkimkiRIPrip cpripAFT ,,,,,, ,,,,, ),(min +∈  
14.            Let useful(uip) = true 
15.         end for 
16.      end if 
17.    end for 
18. end for 
Figure 5.2: The SR method 
For each task, its immediate predecessor (parent) tasks—including their 
replicas—are examined to find out which parent tasks are most effectively scheduled 
(Steps 11–15). The decisions are made on the basis of their actual finish times. If a 
particular task is not regarded as useful for any of its child tasks, it is removed (Step 
9). The replicas, Tasks 3 and 4 on Processor 1 (Figure 5.1(c)) are set to be useful by 
Task 6 on that processor. Task 0 on Processor 1 is then set to be useful by these 
replicas. The remaining replicas, except Task 7 on Processor 2, are removed due to 
their inability to improve the state. (It is possible that some of the original tasks are 
removed during this process—e.g., Task 7 on Processor 1 in Figure 5.1(c)—when 
their replicas are more efficiently scheduled.) 
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5.3 Metaheuristics implementations using DST 
This section describes in detail the three metaheuristics, GA, SA and AIS, including 
their implementation details with respect to where and how DST can be incorporated 
with the metaheuristics.  
Whenever these metaheuristics generate a random state, the tasks of a parallel 
program are first sorted by their b-level in descending order, because the tasks must 
be scheduled without violations of their precedence constraints. Each task is then 
assigned to a randomly selected processor.  
1.  Generate an initial population P at random 
2.  while termination criteria are not satisfied do 
3.     Evaluate P 
4.     Select a set Pbest of best chromosomes 
5.     Set a new population Pnew to Ø 
6.     while |Pnew|  |P| - |Pbest| do 
7.        Select a set C of two chromosomes 
8.        Perform crossover with C 
9.        for each chromosome ci ∈ C  do  
10.         Generate a set R of random chromosomes 
11.         Perform mutations on ci with R using DST 
12.         Add ci to Pnew 
13.      end for 
14.    end while 
15.    Construct a next population P combining Pbest and Pnew  
16. end while 
17. Evaluate P 
18. Select the best chromosom 
Figure 5.3: The GA 
5.3.1 Genetic algorithm 
Figure 5.3 sets out the GA implementation, which follows the main steps involved in 
typical GAs. Initially, a set P of 65 chromosomes is randomly generated. Each 
chromosome is encoded in two dimensions and is evaluated on the basis of its fitness 
values (schedule lengths). To ensure the quality of the chromosome population over 
generations, the best three chromosomes Pbest in the current population are selected 
and passed to the next generation without change. The crossover and mutation 
genetic operators generate the rest Pnew of the next population, as shown in the inner 
while loop (Steps 6–14). Two chromosomes for crossover operation are selected 
using tournament selection, with a probability of 0.8. Specifically, two pairs of 
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chromosomes in the current population are randomly chosen and chromosomes in 
each pair compete with each other. The one with better fitness value in each pair has 
a winning rate of 0.8. The two winning chromosomes are used for one-point 
crossover. The newly created offsprings are then mutated using DST. As described in 
Section 4.1, 10 random chromosomes are generated and overlap with each of the new 
chromosomes. A point in each randomly generated chromosome is accepted for 
overlapping with a probability of 0.01. The next population is then formed 
combining Pbest and Pnew. The termination criterion is the number of generations: 100. 
5.3.2 Simulated annealing 
The SA implementation (Figure 5.4) adopts reheating and restarting, and keeps track 
of the best state seen. While the GA and the AIS deal with a number of states in each 
generation, and eventually select the best one, the SA maintains a single state 
throughout its entire annealing process, leading it to a better state. The intial state is 
generated at random and is used to set the intial temperature; that is, 0.1 of the initial 
state’s energy (schedule length) is set to be the initial temperature. As in typical SA, 
a neighbour state of the current state is now selected. However, neighbour selection 
is conducted not at random, but using DST. In other words, a neighbour state Sn is 
produced overlapping a randomly generated state R with the current state Sc. If the   
energy En of the neighbour state is lower than Ec  of the current state, it is accepted 
for a new current state (Step 11); otherwise, another  neighbour state is selected with 
a probability of 1.0 minus the Boltzmann factor P (i.e., ( ) TEE cne /−− ), and is evaluated. 
This neighbour selection may repeat up to 10 times if a better neighbour state is not 
found or a randomly generated number N, between 0 and 1, is greater than or equal 
to P. A worse neighbour state is occasionally accepted to avoid being trapped in a 
local minimum energy state; hence, the move is uphill. The higher the temperature, 
the more frequently a worse neighbour state is accepted. When the acceptance of a 
neighbour state is determined, the temperature decreases by a fixed factor    of 0.95. 
By doing so, the search space is confined to a narrower region and the move is more 
likely to be downhill. When all 10 neighbour states are rejected, the temperature 
doubles with a limit of the initial temperature, and the current state is replaced with a 
new random state. Again, these reheatings and restartings are adopted to escape from 
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local minima. The SA terminates if no further improvement on the best state is made 
within 20 consecutive reheats. 
 
1.  Generate an initial state S0  
2.  Set the current state Sc and best state Sb to S0 
3.  Compute the energy Ec of Sc 
4.  Set initial temperature T  
5.  while termination criteria are not satisfied do 
6.     repeat 
7.        Generate a random state R 
8.        Select a  neighbour state Sn of Sc using DST 
9.        Compute the energy En of Sn 
10.       if En < Ec or a random number N < uphill move probability P then 
11.          Let Sc = Sn  
12.          Cool T 
13.          Go to Step 19 
14.       end if 
15.    until Sc is not improved for some iterations 
16.    Reheat T  
17.    Generate a new state Sr at random 
18.    Set Sc to Sr 
19.    Update Sb 
20. end while 
Figure 5.4: The SA 
5.3.3 Artificial immune system 
As in the GA, the AIS (Figure 5.5) initially generates a set AB of 10 antibodies at 
random, and their affinities (schedule lengths) are computed before its main process 
starts. Each antibody undergoes the clonal selection process that consists of 
expansion (Step 4) and affinity maturation (Step 6). The numbers of clones and 
mutations in the AIS are calculated as: 
NC = |AB| – affinity rank of antibody + 1, 
NM = 1 + affinity rank of antibody. 
The number of mutations (NM) for a clone indicates the number of random 
states that DST uses for that clone. After the affinity maturation process, if its affinity 
is higher than that of its original (i.e., its schedule length is shorter), the clone 
replaces the original. Once the entire population has undergone clonal selection, the 
worst 20% of antibodies in the population are replaced by a set R of randomly 
generated antibodies for the sake of diversity (Steps 13–14). The AIS repeats 10 
generations. 
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1.  Generate an initial antibody population AB at random 
2.  Compute affinities of antibodies in AB 
3.  while termination criteria are not satisfied do 
4.     for each antibody abi in AB do 
5.        Generate a set Ci of clones of abi proportional to its affinity 
6.        for each clone cij in Ci do 
7.           Mutate cij inversely proportional to its affinity 
8.           if cij’s affinity is higher than abi’s then 
9.              Replace abi with cij  
10.         end if 
11.       end for 
12.    end for 
13.    Generate a set R of antibodies at random  
14.    Construct a new antibody population by replacing worst b% of AB with R 
15. end while 
Figure 5.5: The AIS 
5.4 Performance evaluation 
This section presents the results of our evaluation of the three metaheuristics (GA, 
SA and AIS) and two existing heuristics (HEFT and DBUS). The DST method was 
incorporated into the three metaheuristics as described in this section. We compared 
them with the two previously proposed heuristics. 
SL and NSL were used as the primary performance metrics. In this chapter, the 
definition of the normalised schedule length is SL, obtained by a particular algorithm 
over that obtained by HEFT. 
5.4.1 Experimental settings 
As in Section 4.3, the experiments were conducted with a variety of task graphs 
generated both randomly and on the basis of three real-world parallel applications, 
the Laplace equation solver, the LU-decomposition and Fast Fourier Transformation. 
The experimental parameters were identical to those in Chapter 4, since both studies 
address the same task scheduling problem in tightly coupled HCSs. 
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Figure 5.6: Average NSLs for random task graphs 
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Figure 5.7: Average NSLs for Laplace task graphs 
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Figure 5.8: Average NSLs for LU task graphs 
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Figure 5.9: Average NSLs for FFT task graphs 
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5.4.2 Results 
The contribution of the DST method toward the performance of metaheuristics was 
verified by the results (Figures 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9). As the method was on the basis 
of task duplication, it best suited task graphs consisting of fine-grain tasks with large 
communication costs, i.e., communication-intensive task graphs. This is the same 
with the DBUS algorithm; however, it showed noticeable performance degradation 
when the number of processors in a given system is small. More precisely, the larger 
the ratio between the number of tasks and the number of processors, the more poorly 
DBUS performs.  
The average schedule length of the metaheuristics computed on the basis of 
communication-intensive task graphs in the randomly generated task graph set 
(Figure 5.6) was 24% less than that of HEFT, and 15% less than that of DBUS. The 
results on task graphs of the real-world applications (Figures 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9) 
reconfirm this significant impact of DST on the performance of metaheuristics. 
Unlike DBUS, the performance of those using DST is consistent regardless of the 
number of processors on a target system. 
5.5 Conclusion 
We developed the DST method, which generates new states by its distinctive SM and 
SR techniques. To verify the performance of our method, we implemented three 
representative metaheuristics, GA, SA and AIS, with DST, and compared them with 
two previous algorithms. The experiments indicate that DST is a highly effective ST 
method for using metaheuristics to address the task scheduling problem. The main 
source of this effective performance is the state-overlapping technique adopted in the 
SM phase of DST; the technique takes advantage of characteristics of task scheduling. 
The performance results of the three metaheuristics—GA, SA and AIS—were 
obtained using their simple implementations; in other words, their performance can 
be even further improved, especially for computationally intensive task graphs. 
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6 
 
Scheduling computationally intensive bag-
of-tasks applications on grids 
 
One primary issue associated with the efficient and effective use of heterogeneous 
resources in a grid is scheduling. Grid scheduling involves a number of challenging 
issues, mainly due to the dynamic nature of the grid.  
In this chapter, we present a novel scheduling algorithm for CBoT applications 
in grid environments: the Multiple Queues with Duplication algorithm (MQD). The 
algorithm makes scheduling decisions that account for the recent workload pattern of 
resources. It adopts a duplication scheme to significantly improve resource utilisation, 
leading to better schedules. Our evaluative study involved a number of intensive 
experiments with many different simulation settings. The results clearly 
demonstrated the practicability and competitiveness MQD, compared with four 
previously proposed algorithms. 
6.1 Introduction 
Over the past decade, the computational grid has emerged as an attractive platform 
for tackling different large-scale problems, especially in science and engineering. To 
facilitate the building and efficient utilisation of grids, a wide range of researchers, 
engineers and enterprisers have contributed their research producing significant 
results (e.g., the Globus toolkit [50], Legion [105] and GrADS [106]). These tools, 
especially the Globus toolkit—now the de-facto standard—have been used to build 
many grids [107–111]. 
Many issues that can be relatively easily handled in conventional computing 
environments become seriously challenging problems in grids; this is mainly because 
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a grid consists of multiple administrative domains. Two crucial issues are security 
and scheduling. The Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) in the Globus toolkit 
addresses and effectively deals with the security issue; however, the efficient 
sheduling of jobs in grids still presents considerable difficulties.  
Despite the development of grid schedulers with numerous scheduling 
algorithms to provide comprehensive and sophisticated functionalities, they typically 
do not guarantee the quality of schedules. The single most challenging issue is the 
dynamicity of resources: the availability and capacity of a grid resource can change 
dynamically. Although a resource may participate in a grid, its main purpose is to be 
used by local users. Therefore, the load on the resource from such local use imposes 
considerable strain on grid scheduling. 
A number of previously developed scheduling heuristics can be adopted for 
scheduling BoT applications. These heuristics include max-min, min-min, Sufferage 
and XSufferage. Although they may appear to deal with the problem well, they make 
a questionable assumption that perfect prediction information on resources and tasks 
is known at the time of scheduling; hence, they are ‘perfect-performance-
information-dependent’ algorithms (PPIDA). 
6.2 The MQD algorithm 
It is irrefutable that perfect performance information on underlying resources in a 
grid is very difficult, if not impossible to obtain. Therefore, an effective schedule 
generated by a scheduling algorithm may not be deliverable if the scheduling 
decisions are made using performance prediction information. On the other hand, if 
scheduling is carried out without an effective strategy—e.g., in a first-come-first-
serve manner—the quality of schedule can easily be degraded. 
The MQD algorithm is designed to address both of these issues. Its scheduling 
decisions are made by taking the recent workload pattern of hosts into account and 
using task duplication. These two considerations address the dynamicity of the grid, 
including resource failure and inefficient system utilisation. These are two crucial 
issues that must be addressed in the grid scheduling context.  
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Input: A set J of tasks, a set H of hosts 
Output: A schedule of J onto H 
1.   Sort J in decreasing order by workload 
2.   Sort H in decreasing order by initial processing speed  
3.   for each host, Hi,j in H 
4.       Remove and assign task, Tk at the back of J to Hi,j 
5.       Enqueue Tk at the head of initQ 
6.   end for 
7.   Let qsize = 
 
T
 
 / 
 
H
 
 
8.   Create a set Q of 
 
H
 
 queues 
9.   for each queue, Qi in Q 
10.    Remove 
 
qsize
 
 tasks in J and enqueue them to Qi 
11. end for 
12. Let gQ = Q + initQ 
13. Let dLevel = 0      /* set duplication level to 0 */ 
14. Wait until any host, H* becomes available 
15. while any uncompleted task exists do 
16.     if last task on H* is successfully completed then 
17.         Compute the performance ranking, r of H* 
18.     end if 
19.     Let Q* = rth queue in Q 
20.     Let candQ = all queues between Q* and the last queue in Q 
21.     Let T* = the first unscheduled task in candQ 
22.     if T* is empty then 
23.         Let lUnschedQ = the previous queue of Q* in gQ 
24.         Let lDupQ = Q* 
25.         Let rDupQ = the next queue of Q* in gQ 
26.         while T* is empty do 
27.             Let T* = task from the first statement that yields a non-empty return, otherwise Ø 
• the smallest unscheduled task in lUnschedQ 
• 1st running task, duplicated as many as dLevel, in rDupQ 
• 1st running task, duplicated as many as dLevel, in lDupQ 
28.             if T* is empty then 
29.                 Let lUnschedQ = the prev queue of lUnschedQ in gQ 
30.                 Let lDupQ = the prev queue of lDupQ in gQ 
31.                 Let rDupQ = the next queue of rDupQ in gQ 
32.                 if lDupQ is empty and rDupQ is empty then 
33.                     Let dLevel = dLevel + 1 
34.                     Let lDupQ = Q* 
35.                     Let rDupQ = the next queue of Q* in gQ 
36.                 end if 
37.             end if 
38.         end while 
39.     end if 
40.     Assign T* to H* 
41.     Wait until any host, H* becomes available 
42.     Kill all the replicas of the task just completed 
43. end while 
Figure 6.1: The MQD algorithm 
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The workings of the MQD algorithm are shown in Figure 6.1. Initially, tasks and 
hosts are sorted in decreasing order by workload and initial deliverable processing 
speed, respectively. Figures 6.2(a) and 6.2(b) show an initial set J of tasks and its 
sorted counterpart. Each of these tasks is associated with a task ID and workload. 
The initial deliverable processing speed of a host is defined as the host’s available 
processing power, identified at the time of initial scheduling and computed by 
subtracting the processing power used for running jobs from the host’s original 
processing speed. For example, the three values, 12, 10 and 8 shown at the top of 
Figure 6.3(a) are the initial processing speeds of the hosts.  
The initial scheduling process is the next step in which practical and possibly 
more reliable performance information of hosts, compared with their initial 
deliverable processing speed, is gathered by running a task on each host. The tasks 
scheduled in the initial step are the last H  tasks, i.e., H  smallest tasks (T5, T2, 
and T8 in Figure 6.2(b)). Task assignments in this step are determined such that for 
any two hosts, the one with the higher current processing speed is assigned to the 
larger task. An example of this initial scheduling is at the top of Figure 6.3(b). The 
remaining tasks after the initial scheduling are grouped into H  queues (Figure 
6.2(b)). 
Once H  initial tasks are scheduled, MQD proceeds with the main scheduling 
process. Scheduling decisions in this step are no longer based on initial processing 
speed, but on the performance of hosts shown for the last tasks the hosts ran. 
On completion of a task, the performance ranking of the host on which the task 
is completed is computed. The performance of a host used for computing its 
performance ranking is quantified by dividing the workload of the last task the host 
completed by the amount of time taken for that task. This performance ranking 
indicates queue from which the next task for the host is selected; for example, if the 
performance ranking of a host is the second best among all the hosts, the first 
unscheduled task in the second queue will be selected for scheduling. The indicated 
queue is denoted as Q*. If all of the tasks in Q* have been already scheduled, the 
first unscheduled (smaller) task in the following queues will be selected; if no 
smaller unscheduled tasks exist, a larger unscheduled task in the preceding queues is 
selected, or a running task gets duplicated.  
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Figure 6.2: A set J of tasks (a) initial set of tasks, and (b) preprocessed tasks 
 
 
     (a)                 (b)                 (c)                  (d)                  (e)                  (f) 
Figure 6.3: Scheduling of tasks in Figure 6.2 (a) host processing speed, (b) MQD, (c) 
RR, (d) min-min, (e) max-min, and (f) Sufferage 
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The main scheduling scheme aims for ensuring that a task–host match is in 
consideration of both load balance and shorter completion time.  Figure 6.3(b) shows 
the performance gain of the scheme. The source of this performance gain is clear 
from Tables 6.1 and 6.2. In Table 6.1, each host’s cumulative processing speeds over 
different time units are shown with proportional processing power. Table 6.2 shows 
the different workloads allocated to the hosts by each algorithm. The workload 
distribution conducted by MQD is superior to that of the others, in that the workload 
assigned to each host by MQD tends to be most appropriately proportional to the 
host’s processing speed. Figures 6.3(d), 6.3(e), and 6.3(f) are schedules generated by 
min-min, max-min and Sufferage based on the perfect performance information of the 
hosts. 
The duplication scheme of MQD plays an important role primarily in shortening 
makespan; it helps improve system utilisation. The duplication policy is unique in the 
following three respects. 
• Duplication candidate tasks are chosen intuitively by avoiding impractical 
duplications. When task duplication for host H* is considered the running 
tasks in the queue next to Q* are selected as duplication candidate tasks. The 
running tasks in the selected queue are smaller than those in Q*. This implies 
that they have been allocated to less powerful hosts than H*, and therefore, if 
one of them is duplicated and dispatched to H*, it is likely that the replica 
will complete earlier than the original. Where there is an absence of running 
tasks in the selected queue, the queues before and after it are checked. This 
process continues until a duplicable task is found. 
• Task duplications may occur despite the existence of unscheduled tasks, for 
the sake of efficient task–host mapping, i.e., better load balancing. A host 
may be assigned to a replica task in the presence of unscheduled tasks in the 
preceding queues of Q* if all of the tasks in Q* and the following queues 
have been scheduled. 
• Every scheduled but uncompleted task has an equal opportunity to be 
duplicated; that is, the number of replicas for each running task is intended to 
be the same. 
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Table 6.1: Cumulative host processing speed and rate 
Time Host 1 Host 2 Host 3 
11 90 29.2% 146 47.4% 72 23.4% 
12 98 28.9% 161 47.5% 80 23.6% 
13 108 29.4% 173 47.1% 86 23.4% 
15 124 29.7% 193 46.2% 101 24.2% 
 
Table 6.2: Workloads allocated to hosts 
Heuristic Host 1 Host 2 Host 3 
MQD (11) 90 
30.5% 
(1.3%)* 
135 
45.8% 
(–1.6%) 
70 
23.7% 
(0.4%)* 
RR (13) 80 
27.1% 
(–2.3%) 
125 
42.4% 
(–4.8%) 
90 
30.5% 
(7.1%) 
min-min (15) 60 
20.3% 
(–9.3%) 
135 
45.8% 
(–0.4%)* 
100 
33.9% 
(9.7%) 
max-min (11) 80 
27.1% 
(–2.1%) 
145 
49.2% 
(1.7%) 
70 
23.7% 
(0.4%)* 
Sufferage (12) 90 30.5% 
(1.6%) 
130 
44.1% 
(–3.4%) 
75 
25.4% 
(1.8%) 
 
6.3 Performance evaluation 
This section presents the comparative evaluation of MQD. We compared the 
performance of MQD with that of the four previously proposed scheduling 
algorithms introduced in Section 3.3.4 (RR, max-min, min-min and Sufferage). The 
performance metric used for the comparison is makespan (typically, the makespan of 
a job generated by a scheduling algorithm is used as the main performance measure 
of the algorithm). 
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6.3.1 Experimental settings 
The grid simulator was implemented with SimGrid, since its rich set of simulation 
facilities enabled us to easily develop and evaluate scheduling algorithms for 
heterogeneous distributed computing environments, e.g., computational grids. 
Another tool we used for simulating grids was Tiers [112], a random network 
topology generator that produces random network models analogous to the structure 
of the Internet. 
The properties of resources and jobs in our simulations were random and 
uniformly distributed among a predefined set of resources and job parameters (Table 
6.3). Each host was simulated by workload traces from actual systems deployed at 
the GrADS testbed at University of California, Santa Barbara [113]. 
Table 6.3: Properties and values of a predefined set of resource and job parameters 
 property value 
the number of sites 3–25 
the number of hosts per site 2–8 computing 
relative processing speed 1–7.5 
the number of tasks 100–2000 (at intervals of 100) job 
computation time of task (sec) 100–2500 
 
6.3.2 Results 
We compared MQD and the four previously proposed algorithms, RR, max-min, min-
min and Sufferage, by using a total of 20,000 simulations for each. These simulations 
were composed of 100 simulated grids and 20 simulated jobs, each of the 2,000 grid-
job pairs run 10 times with different host workload traces—randomly selected from 
the GrADS workload trace pool. Ten different error bounds between 10 and 100, at 
intervals of 10, were applied to each of those 20,000 simulations; that is, another 
200,000 simulations were conducted for each of the last three algorithms (max-min, 
min-min and Sufferage) to check their scheduling quality, when the accuracy of 
performance prediction information was not perfect. An ‘error-bound’ value of 10 
indicates that the performance prediction information showed a 10% error from the 
actual performance. 
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Although the tests for each distinct grid setting were conducted with 20 different 
job sizes, 10 significant test results are presented (Figure 6.4), because results from 
similar job sizes (i.e., the number of tasks) were not significantly different. For 
instance, the simulation results acquired from the jobs consisting of 500 tasks 
showed no significant differences from those acquired from the jobs consisting of 
600 tasks. 
The simulation results clearly show the promising performance of MQD 
compared with that of the four comparitors. The experimental results of max-min, 
min-min and Sufferage (Figure 6.4) were produced with performance prediction 
information of hosts with no errors, i.e., 100% accurate, whereas those of MQD and 
RR were obtained without such information. MQD consistently outperformed the 
others, except max-min. The ‘normalised average makespan’ is the performance 
metric in Figure 6.4; this metric is defined as the average makespan of an algorithm 
over that of max-min that generates the shortest makespan of the five algorithms. RR 
performs its scheduling without performance information on resources and tasks, yet 
produces comparable results to those produced by MQD. However, the results show 
that MQD outperformed RR in nearly every experiment. The average makespan of 
MQD was nearly 10% in some cases and and average of 3% shorter than that of RR.  
The performance of the PPIDAs, i.e., max-min, min-min and Sufferage drops 
significantly as the errors in performance prediction information increase (Figure 
6.5). The average makespan of these PPIDAs is already over 10% worse than that of 
MQD, when the performance prediction information shows an error-bound value of 
10%. MQD outperformed the PPIDAs by more than 20% when the error-bound value 
exceeded 30%. Figures 6.5(b), 6.5(c) and 6.5(d) show the performance degradation 
of the PPIDAs in detail.  
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Figure 6.4: Simulation results for 100% accurate performance prediction information 
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Figure 6.5: Simulation results for (a) various performance prediction error-bound 
values, (b) 10% error-bound , (c) 30% error-bound, and (d) 50% error-bound  
6.4 Conclusion 
We have presented a novel scheduling algorithm (MQD) for CBoT applications in 
grid environments. A large number of experiments with different test configurations 
were conducted. Based on the experimental results, MQD clearly demonstrated its 
relative practicality and competitiveness. In almost all cases, it outperformed the four 
algorithms, even though the PPIDAs used perfectly accurate performance prediction 
information. MQD consistently led to better schedules than the PPIDAs by a 
significant margin when the performance information used for the PPIDAs showed 
errors. This superior performance of MQD was achieved using multiple queues with 
task duplication, and taking the recent workload pattern of resources into 
consideration. 
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7 
 
Data-sharing-pattern-aware scheduling on 
grids 
 
An increasing number of applications, especially in science and engineering, deal 
with massive amounts of data. Bioinformatics, data-mining and image processing are 
typical areas of data-intensive applications; these tend to be deployed on grids that 
provide powerful processing capabilities at reasonable cost. A fundamental 
scheduling issue arises when exploiting grids with these types of applications: the 
minimisation of data transfer. Therefore, the use of an efficient scheduling scheme 
that takes into account data transfers is essential to achieve both a shorter application 
completion time and efficient system utilisation.  
This chapter describes a novel scheduling algorithm, the shared-input-data-
based listing algorithm (SIL) for DBoT applications in grid environments. The 
algorithm uses a set of task lists that are constructed by accounting for the data-
sharing pattern and reorganised dynamically during the execution of the application 
on the basis of the performance of the resources. The main goal of this dynamic 
listing is to minimise data transfer, thus leading to the shortening of the overall 
completion time of DBoT applications. SIL uses task duplication to reduce serious 
schedule increases. We evaluated the algorithm using extensive simulation tests with 
three different types of the DBoT application model. Based on our experimental 
results, SIL noticeably outperforms two previously proposed algorithms in schedule 
length. 
7.1 Introduction 
Because grids have gained attention for their capacity to address significant problems, 
an increasing number of applications in areas such as bioinformatics, high-energy 
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physics, image processing and data mining have been developed and ported for grid 
environments. In general, these applications are designed with parallel and/or 
distributed processing in mind. Two typical application models are BoT and 
workflow. A BoT application consists of independent tasks and, thus, no specific 
order of task execution, whereas an application in the workflow model is composed 
of interdependent tasks. BoT applications can be further classified as 
computationally intensive and data-intensive. In the case of running applications in 
the first category, the most influential factor is the performance of computing 
resources. However, the management of data transfers plays a crucial role with 
applications in the second category.  
Since DBoT applications are our particular interest, we concentrated on such 
applications. The DBoT application model is found in many scientific, engineering 
and enterprise applications, such as BLAST, MCell, INS2D, and data-mining 
applications. Since tasks in a DBoT application run independently and 
simultaneously, distributed computing systems such as grids are suitable. Although 
such tasks have no dependencies, they may share input data. This particular 
characteristic of DBoT applications (i.e., data sharing) raises a fundamental 
scheduling issue—the minimisation of data transfer. Therefore, it is essential to use 
an efficient scheduling scheme that account data transfers to achieve both shorter 
application completion time and efficient system utilisation.  
A number of grid scheduling algorithms for various application models 
including the DBoT application model have been proposed [7, 81, 114–117]. Despite 
attempts to design these scheduling algorithms for good performance, this has 
typically not been achieved. Prediction information on resource performance 
obtained using NWS can be incorporated with scheduling algorithms as in 
XSufferage to achieve good performance. However, perfect performance information 
on underlying resources in a grid is readily cannot be assumed. 
7.2 The SIL algorithm 
Data transfer and the dynamism of grid resources are highly influential factors when 
scheduling DBoT applications on grids. In this section, we present SIL, which 
incorporates these issues into its scheduling. The heuristic judiciously groups tasks 
into dynamic lists based on their data sharing patterns. Each of these lists is intended 
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to be scheduled onto the same site in the grid to minimise data transfer; in particular, 
this is critical to shorten the completion time of DBoT applications. Since the 
performance of grid resources fluctuates, the lists are reorganised dynamically during 
application runtime.  
To efficiently deal with the dynamism of grid resources, SIL adopts task 
duplication, which helps to avoid serious schedule increases. For example, one or 
more tasks may run for unexpectedly long durations, significantly increasing the 
overall schedule due to the overload or abnormal behaviours of the resources on 
which they run or are transferred. A similar duplication approach occurs in RR.  
SIL does not use prediction information on the performance of resources and 
applications, except for information on input data, i.e., size and location, which is 
easily maintainable by the scheduler while scheduling the tasks. However, it is not 
assumed that the information is available for the next execution of the application. 
SIL consists of two major phases: 
• the Task Grouping Phase (Figure 7.1), which groups tasks into a set of 
lists based on their data sharing pattern, associates these task lists with 
sites, and further breaks and/or associates them with hosts; and 
• the Scheduling Phase (Figure 7.3), which assigns tasks to hosts 
dynamically reorganising task lists and duplicates tasks when all tasks 
are scheduled and some tasks are still running. 
 
7.2.1 Task grouping phase 
The major performance advantage of SIL is achieved through its distinctive task 
grouping scheme, which tends to substantially reduce data transfer. A DBoT 
application may show a certain data-sharing pattern (Figure 2.1). Clearly, assigning 
tasks that share input data to the same site reduces data transfer. This is a primary 
motivation for task grouping. 
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Function GroupTasks 
/** Input: A set J of tasks, a set H of hosts, a set Gr of sites 
      Output: A set L of task lists                                                   **/ 
1.  Let L = Ø 
2.  while J is not empty do 
3.      Remove the first task and tasks in J, such that all pairs of the tasks share data 
4.      Create a task list, Ll  and insert it to L  
5.      Associated Ll with Si, if i   Gr, otherwise Ll  is called ‘unassociated’ 
6.      Insert the removed tasks to Ll 
7.      Create a task list, tempL 
8.      Remove the first task in Ll and insert it to tempL 
9.      while Ll is not empty do 
10.        Remove task, T,j in Ll that: 
                 • shows data sharing with some tasks in tempL  
                 • the amount of data transfer is the smallest among tasks in Li if it is scheduled   
                   after tasks in tempL and they are all scheduled on the same site 
11.        Insert T,j  to tempL 
12.    end while 
13.    Let Ll  = tempL 
14. end while 
15. for each site, Si in Gr 
16.     Associate Ll which is associated with Si  with a host, Hi,1 in Si 
17.     for each host, Hi,k in Si , except Hi,1 
18.         Find the longest task list, longestL,  longestL  > 1 in L in order of: 
                  lists associated with Si, unassociated lists and lists associated with other sites. 
19.         if  longestL  is greater than 1 then 
20.             Break longestL into two lists as 1st PT in longestL a delimiter  
21.             Associate the latter list with Hi,k 
22.         else 
23.             Break 
24.        end if 
25.     end for 
26. end for 
27. return L 
Figure 7.1: The task grouping algorithm 
 
In the task grouping phase, the tasks are grouped into a number of task lists and 
are rearranged as shown in Steps 9–12. Each of the first Gr task lists created at 
this stage is associated with a site. This rearrangement further clusters tasks in each 
list according to the actual transfer amount (ATA) of a task. The actual transfer 
amount is defined as: 

∩∈
−=
))((
)(),(
ij DDATId
jij dTTASTATA
 
where TA(Tj) is the original transfer amount of Tj, DAT(Di) is the data already 
transferred to Di, and d is the amount of data object d.  
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Figure 7.2: An example of task rearrangement: (a) sample task list; (b) task lists 
before and after task rearrangement 
 
Figure 7.2 shows an example of a task list after rearrangement. The ATAs of the 
rearranged tasks show a certain pattern of the curve. Here, T1, T6 and T5 are denoted 
as peak tasks (PT). The first task in the rearranged list is not considered for the PT to 
avoid the continuous association of a task list with shifting between sites (Steps 17–
25). 
The PTs come into play when the task lists, constructed and associated with sites 
in the first while loop are further divided (Steps 15–26) so that each host receives the 
appropriate share of tasks; in other words, the PT is used as a delimiter when 
breaking a site-wide task list into a number of host-wide lists. The occurrence of a 
PT in a task list normally implies that data sharing is small between the pre-PTs, and 
the PT and post-PTs; thus, PTs are suitable for use as delimiters. 
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Algorithm SIL 
/** Input: A set J of tasks, a set H of hosts, a set Gr of sites 
      Output: A schedule of J onto H                                            **/ 
1.  Call GroupTasks 
2.  Assign the first task in each task list in L to its associated host  
3.  Wait until any host H* becomes available 
4.  while any unscheduled task or running task exists do 
5.      Get the next task, T* in the task list, L* associated with H* 
6.      if T* is empty then 
7.          Find task list, L** in L that contains unscheduled task, T** that: 
             ATA(T**,S*),H* ∈ S* is the smallest, but not 0 unless ATA of all unscheduled tasks is 0 
8.          if L** is not empty then 
9.              Break L** into two lists as T** (a delimiter) 
10.            Append L** to the end of L* 
11.            Let T* = T** 
12.        end if 
13.    end if 
14.    if T* is empty then 
15.         Find the running task,T** with min. ATA(T**,S*),H* ∈ S* and the smallest # replicas 
16.         Let T* = replica of T** 
17.    end if 
18.    Assign T* to H*
 
19.    Wait until any host, H* becomes available  /* either task completed or cancelled */ 
20.    Kill all the replicas of the task just completed 
21. end while 
Figure 7.3: The SIL algorithm 
7.2.2 Scheduling phase 
The work in the scheduling phase of SIL (Figure 7.3) is significantly lightened by its 
intuitive task grouping. SIL simply dispatches a task in each task list to the host with 
which the list is associated, waits until an assigned host becomes available, and 
assigns more tasks to available hosts. This process is repeated until one or more of 
the task lists becomes empty. Once this happens, and unscheduled tasks remain, SIL 
searches among those tasks for one whose ATA to the available host is the smallest, 
but not zero. An unscheduled task with an ATA of zero is selected if the ATAs of all 
unscheduled tasks are zero. SIL takes not only that task, but all subsequent tasks, and 
appends them to the end of the emptied task list; this is because the amount of data 
transfer of the subsequent tasks is likely to increase if the data transfer of the selected 
task to the site to which their associated host belongs has not occurred. 
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Task duplication starts only when (i) all tasks are scheduled, (ii) some tasks are 
still running and (iii) one or more hosts are available. Selection for a task to be 
duplicated is determined on the basis of the ATA and the number of replicas. 
7.3 Experimental evaluation 
This section presents a comparative evaluation of SIL, which compared with two 
previous scheduling algorithms (SA and RR; see Section 3.3.4). We made this 
selection on the basis of proven performance and the performance information 
independence of those two algorithms; that is, their scheduling decisions, like those 
of SIL, are made without using performance information on resources and 
applications. The target application model of RR is a CBoT, as opposed to that of SIL 
and SA, which is a DBoT. Despite this difference, we selected RR mainly to analyse 
the impact of its neglect of data transfer on scheduling quality. XSufferage was 
excluded due to (i) its assumption of perfect performance information, and (ii) strong 
evidence that it is ouperformed by SA [81].  
The performance metric used for the comparison is makespan. Typically, the 
makespan of a job generated by a scheduling algorithm is used as the main 
performance measure of the algorithm. 
7.3.1 Experimental settings 
As in Chapter 6, we used the SimGrid simulation toolkit with the Tiers random 
network topology generator to build the grid simulator. In addition to these existing 
tools, we developed a DBoT job generator that produces jobs of specific application 
characteristics, such as the three data sharing patterns in Figure 2.1.  
The experiment settings for resources and jobs were random and uniformly 
distributed among a predefined set of parameters (Table 7.1). The workload of each 
host and network link was simulated by actual workload traces of the GrADS testbed 
at University of California, Santa Barbara. 
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Table 7.1: A predefined set of resource and job parameters 
 property value 
number of sites 3–25 
number of hosts per site 2–8 computing 
relative processing speed 1–7.5 
bandwidth (Mbps) 0.1–100 
communication 
latency (ms) 1–300 
number of tasks 100–1000 
random computation time of task (sec) 100–500 
proportional computation time of task 
(sec/MB) 1–5 
job 
size of data per task (MB) 4–100 
 
7.3.2 Experimental results 
SIL, and SA and RR have been extensively studied using a total of 18,000 simulations, 
(6,000 simulations for each). First, the three data-sharing patterns (Figure 2.1) of 20 
jobs are generated. With respect to each group of 20 jobs, the computation time of 
each task in one 10-job lot is random and uniformly distributed between 100 and 500 
seconds; the computation time of each task in the other 10-job lot is proportional to 
the size of the input data. Each lot is run in 10 different simulated grids (100 grid-job 
pairs per 10 jobs), and these 600 grid-job pairs are run 10 times, each with different 
host and network-link workload traces.  
SIL outperforms SA and RR by a significant margin, except for DBoT 
applications that show a random data sharing pattern (Figure 7.4). According to our 
results, SIL are a natural choice for DBoT applications, particularly those that show 
one-to-many and partitioned data-sharing patterns. The superior performance of SIL 
is achieved through its distinctive task-grouping scheme and the dynamic task 
reorganisation that accounts for data transfer.  
The results for DBoT applications with random data sharing (Figure 7.4(c)) 
indicate that the average makespan of SIL is only slightly more than 2% above that of 
SA. This is because when tasks in a DBoT application share input data randomly, it is 
often the case that all pairs of tasks share input data to some degree; hence, SIL 
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constructs a single task list. In this case, some data transfers to different sites 
containing the same data tend to be frequent. 
 
 
 
Figure 7.4: Simulation results for different data-sharing patterns of DBoT 
applications 
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For all simulations, the average makespan of SIL was an average of 13% and 
26% smaller than those of SA and RR, respectively. We observed that, for some 
data-sharing patterns, SIL outperforms SA and RR by 22% and 40%, respectively. 
The poor performance of RR indicates that scheduling for DBoT applications in 
grids must take data transfer into account. 
7.4 Conclusion 
We have presented SIL as a novel scheduling algorithm for DBoT applications in 
grid environments. SIL exploits the data-sharing patterns of DBoT applications to 
efficiently group and reorganise tasks. Its adoption of task duplication promotes 
better schedules. Based on the experiments with various test configurations, SIL 
typically outperformed the comparitors by a significant margin, especially when 
scheduling DBoT applications with one-to-many and partitioned data sharing 
patterns. The simulation results clearly show the superior performance of SIL. 
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8 
 
Conclusions and future work 
 
8.1 Summary and conclusions 
This thesis has investigated a series of scheduling problems in both tightly and 
loosely coupled HCSs. Despite much research, solutions to scheduling problems, 
particularly in heterogeneous computing environments, still present considerable 
hurdles: finding an optimal solution in a reasonable amount of time is virtually 
unachievable. Heterogeneity and dynamicity are the two most challenging issues in 
such scheduling problems. These two issues have been thoroughly studied and 
overcome with the problem-specific scheduling schemes presented in this thesis.  
We have described application and system models, and discussed two major 
scheduling problems—task and grid scheduling. Due to their distinctive 
characteristics, each is handled quite differently. Specifically, we first addressed task 
scheduling using an AIS, a recent breed of the nature-inspired computing paradigm 
(Chapter 4), and developed a novel state-transition method for metaheuristics that 
can be used for task scheduling (Chapter 5). Grid scheduling was divided into two 
separate problems in terms of the application model; we developed a heuristic for 
each of these sub-problems. 
Chapter 4 presented an AIS for the task scheduling problem in tightly coupled 
HCSs. The AIS produces an initial antibody (a base schedule) using a simple list-
scheduling heuristic with low time complexity, so that it can guarantee a certain 
quality of solution. The base antibody is used to generate a set of its clones with 
variations. This set of antibodies undergoes the clonal selection process of the AIS to 
improve their affinities (makespans). This process is perfomed according to the 
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principle that superior antibodies are mutated less and cloned more than inferior ones. 
In the final phase, the AIS applies task duplication to further improve the quality of 
antibodies. Our experimental results show its superior performance compared with 
that of existing algorithms. 
During our investigation in Chapter 4, we noticed that the ST method of a 
metaheuristic plays a critical role in producing good-quality variations of a state; thus, 
the quality of the final state is likely to be significantly improved. After a thorough 
study of ST approaches, we developed and present an overlapping-based ST method 
(Chapter 5). This is a significant advance in this area: unlike common replacing, 
swapping and recombination ST techniques, this method produces a new state by 
overlapping randomly generated states with the current state. At each step, a new 
state after overlapping is refined by removing redundant tasks. Our experimental 
results obtained with three metaheuristics (GA, SA and AIS) validated the positive 
impact of our DST method on the performance of metaheuristics. 
While our earlier work focused on task scheduling on tightly coupled HCSs, the 
later part of this project addressed the scheduling of BoT applications on loosely 
coupled HCSs. Since a BoT application can be characterised as computationally 
intensive or data-intensive, we have dealt separately with these two classes of BoT 
applications and developed an application-centric scheduling heuristic for each; i.e., 
a workload-pattern-conscious heuristic for CBoT applications and a data-sharing-
pattern-aware heuristic for DBoT applications. Our evaluation study, using a number 
of existing approaches, demonstrated their promising performance. The main 
strength of these two heuristics is their application-specific scheduling, which 
significantly improves the quality of schedules. Another significant strength—one 
that has considerable bearing on their suitability for practical application—is their 
non-reliance on performance prediction information. The two novel heuristics 
incorporate task replication, which makes them resilient to resource failure, a 
significant advantage given the current preponderance of these failures in the 
research process. 
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8.2 Future directions 
Throughout the project, we have investigated a series of scheduling problems on 
HCSs. While this project scrutinised problems and developed a set of solutions to 
them, other issues remain, and there are opportunities for extending our advances. 
The target system for the task scheduling problem in Chapters 4 and 5 made 
assumptions that include fully interconnected processors, homogeneous 
communication links without contentions, and the presence of a communication sub-
system on each processor. While these assumptions are acceptable, they constrain the 
application of our scheduling algorithms to a narrower range of target platforms. 
Further research has the potential to broaden this application. 
We have developed and presented two AISs based on the clonal selection 
principle. As mentioned in Section 4.1, the immune system consists of a rich set of 
effective and efficient features, such as negative selection, immune networks and the 
danger model. These features are a vast resource that has potential application to the 
development of many applications, including the solution of scheduling problems. 
Thus, further research in this respect would be valuable.  
There is an important grid scheduling problem left open in this thesis, i.e., 
scheduling workflow applications on grids. This problem is similar to that of task 
scheduling on tightly coupled HCSs. However, this class of applications has a 
number of differences; for example, they consist of coarser-grained tasks than those 
of traditional parallel programs deployed on tightly coupled HCSs. The major 
challenge associated with workflow scheduling is its target system, for which the 
main issue is its dynamic nature. 
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Appendix A 
The TGFF files of Figure  and Figure  
@TASK_GRAPH 0 { 
PERIOD 800 
TASK t0_0 TYPE 0 
TASK t0_1 TYPE 1 
TASK t0_2 TYPE 2 
TASK t0_3 TYPE 3 
TASK t0_4 TYPE 4 
TASK t0_5 TYPE 5 
TASK t0_6 TYPE 6 
TASK t0_7 TYPE 7 
ARC a0_0 FROM t0_0 TO t0_1 TYPE 0 
ARC a0_1 FROM t0_0 TO t0_2 TYPE 1 
ARC a0_2 FROM t0_0 TO t0_3 TYPE 2 
ARC a0_3 FROM t0_0 TO t0_4 TYPE 3 
ARC a0_4 FROM t0_1 TO t0_5 TYPE 4 
ARC a0_5 FROM t0_2 TO t0_5 TYPE 5 
ARC a0_6 FROM t0_3 TO t0_5 TYPE 6 
ARC a0_7 FROM t0_3 TO t0_6 TYPE 7 
ARC a0_8 FROM t0_4 TO t0_6 TYPE 8 
ARC a0_9 FROM t0_5 TO t0_7 TYPE 9 
ARC a0_10 FROM t0_6 TO t0_7 TYPE 10 
} 
@PE 0 { 
# price 
12 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# type version exec_time 
0 0 11 
1 0 10 
2 0 9 
3 0 11 
4 0 15 
5 0 12 
6 0 10 
7 0 11 
} 
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@PE 1 { 
# price 
9 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# type version exec_time 
0 0 13 
1 0 15 
2 0 12 
3 0 16 
4 0 11 
5 0 9 
6 0 14 
7 0 15 
} 
@PE 2 { 
# price 
6 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# type version exec_time 
0 0 9 
1 0 11 
2 0 14 
3 0 10 
4 0 19 
5 0 5 
6 0 13 
7 0 10 
} 
@COMMUN 0 { 
# price 
70 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# type exec_time 
0 11 
1 17 
2 14 
3 11 
4 13 
5 10 
6 19 
7 13 
8 27 
9 21 
10 13 
} 
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@TASK_GRAPH 0 { 
 PERIOD 800 
 
 TASK t0_0 TYPE 0  
 TASK t0_1 TYPE 1 
 TASK t0_2 TYPE 2 
 TASK t0_3 TYPE 3 
 TASK t0_4 TYPE 4 
 TASK t0_5 TYPE 5 
 TASK t0_6 TYPE 6 
 TASK t0_7 TYPE 7 
 TASK t0_8 TYPE 8 
 TASK t0_9 TYPE 9 
 TASK t0_10 TYPE 10 
 TASK t0_11 TYPE 11 
 TASK t0_12 TYPE 12 
 
 ARC a0_0   FROM t0_0   TO t0_1   TYPE 0 
 ARC a0_1   FROM t0_0   TO t0_2   TYPE 1 
 ARC a0_2   FROM t0_0   TO t0_3   TYPE 2 
 ARC a0_3   FROM t0_0   TO t0_4   TYPE 3 
 ARC a0_4   FROM t0_0   TO t0_5   TYPE 4 
 ARC a0_5   FROM t0_1   TO t0_7   TYPE 5 
 ARC a0_6   FROM t0_1   TO t0_8   TYPE 6 
 ARC a0_7   FROM t0_2   TO t0_6   TYPE 7 
 ARC a0_8   FROM t0_3   TO t0_7   TYPE 8 
 ARC a0_9   FROM t0_3   TO t0_8   TYPE 9 
 ARC a0_10  FROM t0_4   TO t0_8   TYPE 10 
 ARC a0_11  FROM t0_5   TO t0_7   TYPE 11 
 ARC a0_12  FROM t0_6   TO t0_9   TYPE 12 
 ARC a0_13  FROM t0_7   TO t0_9   TYPE 13 
 ARC a0_14  FROM t0_8   TO t0_9   TYPE 14 
 ARC a0_15  FROM t0_9   TO t0_10  TYPE 15 
 ARC a0_16  FROM t0_9   TO t0_11  TYPE 16 
 ARC a0_17  FROM t0_10  TO t0_12  TYPE 17 
 ARC a0_18  FROM t0_11  TO t0_12  TYPE 18 
} 
 
@PE 0 { 
# price       
  12          
 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# type version exec_time   
  0    0       14         
  1    0       13          
  2    0       11          
  3    0       13          
  4    0       12          
  5    0       13          
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  6    0       7          
  7    0       5         
  8    0       28         
  9    0       14          
  10   0       16          
  11   0       17          
  12   0       9          
} 
 
 
@PE 1 { 
# price       
  9           
 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# type version exec_time   
  0    0       16         
  1    0       19          
  2    0       13          
  3    0       8          
  4    0       13          
  5    0       16         
  6    0       15         
  7    0       11          
  8    0       12          
  9    0       7          
  10   0       25          
  11   0       10          
  12   0       14          
} 
 
 
@PE 2 { 
# price       
  6           
 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# type version exec_time   
  0    0       9          
  1    0       18          
  2    0       19          
  3    0       17          
  4    0       10         
  5    0       9          
  6    0       11          
  7    0       14          
  8    0       20          
  9    0       16 
  10   0       12          
  11   0       20 
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  12   0       19          
} 
 
 
 
@COMMUN 0 { 
# price       
  70          
 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# type exec_time   
  0    18          
  1    12          
  2    9          
  3    11          
  4    14          
  5    19          
  6    16          
  7    23          
  8    27          
  9    23          
  10   13          
  11   15          
  12   17          
  13   11          
  14   5          
  15   15          
  16   10          
  17   13          
  18   9          
} 
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Appendix B 
An example random network topology 
generated by Tiers 
# 
# Parameters for Network Model ModelId: 856566616 
# ============================  
# 
# Value Parameter 
# ----- --------- 
# 
# 1 NW: number of WANs 
# 2 NM: number of MANs per WAN 
# 4 NL: number of LANs per MAN 
# 1 SW: number of nodes per WAN 
# 1 SM: number of nodes per MAN 
# 7 SL: number of nodes per LAN 
# 1 RW: intranetwork redundancy for WAN 
# 1 RM: intranetwork redundancy for MANs 
# 1 RL: intranetwork redundancy for LANs 
# 1 RMW: internetwork redundancy for MAN to WAN 
# 1 RLM: internetwork redundancy for LAN to MAN 
# 
# 100  Grid size (square) 
# 40  Grid unit for WAN 
# 8  Grid unit for MAN 
# 2  Grid unit for LAN 
# 
# 0  Proximity test for WAN (0 is inactive) 
# 0  Proximity test for MAN (0 is inactive) 
# 0  Proximity test for LAN (0 is inactive) 
# 
# 0  Edge list is directed (0) or undirected (1) 
# Total Number of Nodes (derived) : 59 
# 
# Edge Metrics 
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# ------------ 
# 
# From To Band- Fixed Delay/Unit 
# Type Type width Delay Distance 
# ------------------------------------------ 
# 0 0 10 5 1  
# 0 1 10 50 1  
# 0 2 0 0 1  
# 1 0 10 50 1  
# 1 1 100 100 10  
# 1 2 100 1000 1  
# 2 0 0 0 1  
# 2 1 100 1000 1  
# 2 2 1000 150 100  
# 
# NODES 
# ===== 
# 
# Node X Y Type (0 = WAN, 1 = MAN, 2 = LAN) 
# ------------------------------------ 
0 1640 1720 0 
1 2360 1680 1 
2 1680 1760 1 
3 2531 1783 2 
4 2467 1745 2 
5 2367 1711 2 
6 2549 1761 2 
7 2397 1879 2 
8 2505 1829 2 
9 2389 1813 2 
10 2389 1849 2 
11 2395 1759 2 
12 2477 1743 2 
13 2475 1827 2 
14 2393 1831 2 
15 2385 1829 2 
16 2373 1723 2 
17 2559 1829 2 
18 2553 1807 2 
19 2363 1791 2 
20 2531 1785 2 
21 2523 1843 2 
22 2393 1845 2 
23 2537 1683 2 
24 2431 1821 2 
25 2429 1687 2 
26 2369 1727 2 
27 2369 1759 2 
28 2547 1861 2 
29 2549 1779 2 
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30 2491 1877 2 
31 1859 1781 2 
32 1763 1927 2 
33 1801 1773 2 
34 1749 1859 2 
35 1715 1815 2 
36 1849 1915 2 
37 1747 1901 2 
38 1837 1765 2 
39 1779 1789 2 
40 1743 1831 2 
41 1755 1779 2 
42 1755 1933 2 
43 1833 1899 2 
44 1723 1891 2 
45 1741 1783 2 
46 1783 1877 2 
47 1745 1811 2 
48 1727 1789 2 
49 1857 1815 2 
50 1827 1801 2 
51 1689 1857 2 
52 1749 1945 2 
53 1831 1879 2 
54 1809 1919 2 
55 1697 1861 2 
56 1727 1927 2 
57 1701 1935 2 
58 1711 1797 2 
# 
# EDGES 
# ===== 
# 
# From To Delay Band- From To State (1:active, 2:redundant 
# Node Node       width Type Type 3:internetwork, 4:red.inter.) 
# --------------------------------------------------- 
# 
# WAN 0 
# 
0 1 51 10 0 1 3 
0 2 51 10 0 1 3 
# 
# MAN 0 
# 
1 0 51 10 1 0 3 
1 3 1001 100 1 2 3 
1 10 1001 100 1 2 3 
1 17 1001 100 1 2 3 
1 24 1001 100 1 2 3 
# 
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# MAN 1 
# 
2 0 51 10 1 0 3 
2 31 1001 100 1 2 3 
2 38 1001 100 1 2 3 
2 45 1001 100 1 2 3 
2 52 1001 100 1 2 3 
# 
# LAN 0 
# 
3 4 7550 1000 2 2 1 
4 3 7550 1000 2 2 1 
3 5 17950 1000 2 2 1 
5 3 17950 1000 2 2 1 
3 6 2950 1000 2 2 1 
6 3 2950 1000 2 2 1 
3 7 16550 1000 2 2 1 
7 3 16550 1000 2 2 1 
3 8 5350 1000 2 2 1 
8 3 5350 1000 2 2 1 
3 9 14550 1000 2 2 1 
9 3 14550 1000 2 2 1 
3 1 1001 100 2 1 3 
1 3 1001 100 1 2 3 
# 
# LAN 1 
# 
10 11 9150 1000 2 2 1 
11 10 9150 1000 2 2 1 
10 12 13750 1000 2 2 1 
12 10 13750 1000 2 2 1 
10 13 8950 1000 2 2 1 
13 10 8950 1000 2 2 1 
10 14 1950 1000 2 2 1 
14 10 1950 1000 2 2 1 
10 15 2150 1000 2 2 1 
15 10 2150 1000 2 2 1 
10 16 12750 1000 2 2 1 
16 10 12750 1000 2 2 1 
10 1 1001 100 2 1 3 
1 10 1001 100 1 2 3 
# 
# LAN 2 
# 
17 18 2350 1000 2 2 1 
18 17 2350 1000 2 2 1 
17 19 19950 1000 2 2 1 
19 17 19950 1000 2 2 1 
17 20 5350 1000 2 2 1 
20 17 5350 1000 2 2 1 
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17 21 3950 1000 2 2 1 
21 17 3950 1000 2 2 1 
17 22 16750 1000 2 2 1 
22 17 16750 1000 2 2 1 
17 23 14750 1000 2 2 1 
23 17 14750 1000 2 2 1 
17 1 1001 100 2 1 3 
1 17 1001 100 1 2 3 
# 
# LAN 3 
# 
24 25 13550 1000 2 2 1 
25 24 13550 1000 2 2 1 
24 26 11350 1000 2 2 1 
26 24 11350 1000 2 2 1 
24 27 8750 1000 2 2 1 
27 24 8750 1000 2 2 1 
24 28 12350 1000 2 2 1 
28 24 12350 1000 2 2 1 
24 29 12550 1000 2 2 1 
29 24 12550 1000 2 2 1 
24 30 8350 1000 2 2 1 
30 24 8350 1000 2 2 1 
24 1 1001 100 2 1 3 
1 24 1001 100 1 2 3 
# 
# LAN 4 
# 
31 32 17550 1000 2 2 1 
32 31 17550 1000 2 2 1 
31 33 5950 1000 2 2 1 
33 31 5950 1000 2 2 1 
31 34 13550 1000 2 2 1 
34 31 13550 1000 2 2 1 
31 35 14750 1000 2 2 1 
35 31 14750 1000 2 2 1 
31 36 13550 1000 2 2 1 
36 31 13550 1000 2 2 1 
31 37 16550 1000 2 2 1 
37 31 16550 1000 2 2 1 
31 2 1001 100 2 1 3 
2 31 1001 100 1 2 3 
# 
# LAN 5 
# 
38 39 6350 1000 2 2 1 
39 38 6350 1000 2 2 1 
38 40 11550 1000 2 2 1 
40 38 11550 1000 2 2 1 
38 41 8350 1000 2 2 1 
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41 38 8350 1000 2 2 1 
38 42 18750 1000 2 2 1 
42 38 18750 1000 2 2 1 
38 43 13550 1000 2 2 1 
43 38 13550 1000 2 2 1 
38 44 16950 1000 2 2 1 
44 38 16950 1000 2 2 1 
38 2 1001 100 2 1 3 
2 38 1001 100 1 2 3 
# 
# LAN 6 
# 
45 46 10350 1000 2 2 1 
46 45 10350 1000 2 2 1 
45 47 2950 1000 2 2 1 
47 45 2950 1000 2 2 1 
45 48 1550 1000 2 2 1 
48 45 1550 1000 2 2 1 
45 49 12150 1000 2 2 1 
49 45 12150 1000 2 2 1 
45 50 8750 1000 2 2 1 
50 45 8750 1000 2 2 1 
45 51 9150 1000 2 2 1 
51 45 9150 1000 2 2 1 
45 2 1001 100 2 1 3 
2 45 1001 100 1 2 3 
# 
# LAN 7 
# 
52 53 10550 1000 2 2 1 
53 52 10550 1000 2 2 1 
52 54 6550 1000 2 2 1 
54 52 6550 1000 2 2 1 
52 55 9950 1000 2 2 1 
55 52 9950 1000 2 2 1 
52 56 2950 1000 2 2 1 
56 52 2950 1000 2 2 1 
52 57 4950 1000 2 2 1 
57 52 4950 1000 2 2 1 
52 58 15350 1000 2 2 1 
58 52 15350 1000 2 2 1 
52 2 1001 100 2 1 3 
2 52 1001 100 1 2 3 
# End of Model 
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The Visualization of the network generated above 
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Appendix C 
A Compute-intensive BoT Job File 
#COMPUTE_INTENSIVE_BOT _APPLICATION 
50 
#taskID, arrival_interval, workload, transfer_size,# processors, OS, RAM, 
Disk_space 
0 0 22249:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
1 0 22493:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
2 0 32510:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
3 0 33944:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
4 0 51118:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
5 0 43268:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
6 0 22595:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
7 0 25188:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
8 0 28252:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
9 0 63843:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
10 0 27152:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
11 0 50382:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
12 0 21777:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
13 0 36552:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
14 0 20805:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
15 0 36642:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
16 0 25241:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
17 0 29586:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
18 0 26853:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
19 0 62859:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
20 0 56028:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
21 0 25740:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
22 0 57040:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
23 0 52282:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
24 0 39503:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
25 0 33400:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
26 0 16685:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
27 0 56174:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
28 0 23190:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
29 0 34255:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
30 0 17670:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
31 0 60675:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
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32 0 37463:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
33 0 31028:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
34 0 27726:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
35 0 24324:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
36 0 54622:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
37 0 59894:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
38 0 11631:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
39 0 15905:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
40 0 44836:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
41 0 15195:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
42 0 22013:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
43 0 17111:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
44 0 19449:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
45 0 14974:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
46 0 7228:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
47 0 34217:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
48 0 20845:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
49 0 64823:-1 0.1:-1 1:0 Linux 1:1 1:2 
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Appendix D 
A Data-intensive BoT Job File  
#DATA_INTENSIVE_PARAMETER_SWEEP_APPLICATION 
20 
# File structure 
# Application model 
# The number of tasks 
# The number of shared files 
# shared_file_id:shared_file_size 
#                . 
#                . 
#                . 
# The number of exclusive files 
# exclusive_file_id:exclusive_file_size 
#                . 
#                . 
#                . 
# taskID, arrival_interval, workload, transfer_sizes...,# processors, OS, RAM, 
Disk_space 
40 
0:4.52 
1:6.69 
2:4.8 
3:5.61 
4:6.1 
5:4.63 
6:3.07 
7:4.89 
8:3.82 
9:6.53 
10:4.52 
11:3.21 
12:3.8 
13:6.55 
14:3 
15:5.64 
16:5.3 
17:3.88 
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18:5.53 
19:6.55 
20:5.85 
21:6.67 
22:3.5 
23:4.58 
24:5.5 
25:4.96 
26:5.55 
27:3.06 
28:3.39 
29:5.48 
30:6.92 
31:3.37 
32:3.7 
33:3.25 
34:3.89 
35:4.11 
36:6.58 
37:4.9 
38:5.33 
39:3.04 
20 
40:0.58 
41:0.23 
42:0.08 
43:0.16 
44:0.63 
45:0.39 
46:0.08 
47:0.07 
48:0.84 
49:0.08 
50:0.2 
51:0.11 
52:0.55 
53:0.69 
54:0.04 
55:0.44 
56:0.51 
57:0.76 
58:0.21 
59:0.52 
0 0 14077 11:40 1 Linux 1 1 
1 0 16252 13:5:23:41 1 Linux 1 1 
2 0 12918 13:12:24:39:25:42 1 Linux 1 1 
3 0 19161 39:6:43 1 Linux 1 1 
4 0 5586 15:14:1:44 1 Linux 1 1 
5 0 5292 39:13:33:9:45 1 Linux 1 1 
6 0 17029 5:36:32:7:16:46 1 Linux 1 1 
  
 
143 
7 0 5309 36:33:11:12:39:47 1 Linux 1 1 
8 0 7503 5:32:30:12:48 1 Linux 1 1 
9 0 11118 9:30:20:49 1 Linux 1 1 
10 0 6794 26:14:17:50 1 Linux 1 1 
11 0 11556 6:34:51 1 Linux 1 1 
12 0 6352 22:52 1 Linux 1 1 
13 0 7882 17:53 1 Linux 1 1 
14 0 13220 15:5:54 1 Linux 1 1 
15 0 12427 18:32:5:55 1 Linux 1 1 
16 0 14131 35:1:25:21:56 1 Linux 1 1 
17 0 12375 27:16:32:57 1 Linux 1 1 
18 0 15887 28:26:25:58 1 Linux 1 1 
19 0 9785 37:59 1 Linux 1 1 
 
